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A JMU student takes skydiving to the next level.
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Generation Y reminisces about the television shows,
pop icons and fashion faux pas that shaped today's
student body.

The men's swimming and diving team picks up
conference wins against the University of Delaware
and Towson University last Sunday.

Blue Hens. mere MI Mws' ante

James Madison University
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REEZE
Student
dies in
snowboard
accident
BY TONI DUNCAN

news editor
After receiving serious head
trauma from a snowboarding
accident Monday, a JMU senior
died Tuesday afternoon.
Kevin Eckerman, 21, a computer science major, was snowboarding on one of the black
diamond trails at Massanutten
Resort and was injured around 4
Km., according to senior Lisa,
a, his girlfriend. There were no
witnesses to the accident.
Ha said she and Eckerman
went
to
Massanutten
Monday because they both
did not have
classes.
Eckerman
was on the
trail next to
hers and,
when
he
didn't come
down, she
got worried.
According
ECKERMAN
toa statement
released by Joe Grandstaff, marketing director of Massanutten
Resort, "[Eckerman] was found
off the Dixie Dare advance trail.
He was noticed by a lift passenger who alerted the ski patrol."
Ha said the patrol did an
"excellent job" in trying to
help him.
However, he never regained
consciousness and was airlifted
to the University of Virginia
Health System.
Eckerman fractured his
skull and had brain swelling,
as well as a blood clot. He was
taken into surgery where the
clot was removed. However,
another clot formed soon after,
according to Ha.
Eckerman died at 2:46 p.m.
Friends describe Eckerman
as a smart and methodological guy.
"His nickname his freshman
year in college was 'McCyver'
because he can take any ordinary object and turn it into
something unexpected and
functional," Ha said.
"You could ask him anything
about why or how something
got to be that way, and he would
come up with a logical answer."
she added.
Senior Ricky Pateo said
Eckerman was "one of the
most intelligent persons [he
had] ever met. He was an
inventor; he would make the
craziest things," he said.
Senior Matt Barker, who was
friends with Eckerman since
kindergarten, said Eckerman
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Board of Visitors reverses decision,
allows Health Center to dispense ECP
44

BY TONI DUNCAN

news editor

ThlS IS Oil ISSIU of UlW, Olid
JMU's Board of Visitors overturned us d*»
Hori banning It
from selling the emergency contraceptive pill.
After a vote from the board Friday, the
Health Center was able to begin dispensing the
ECP, also known as Plan B, last Monday.
The board voted 10-2 last Friday, with one
member abstaining, overturning the 7-6 vote
member, Board of Visitor.
last April that spurred many debates and
placed JMU in the national spotlight.
99
The vote also "grants authority for all future
health-related decisions pertaining to students,
to the administration and its medical staff," and views to influeno? their voting.
"This is an issue of law, and we should
said Meredith Gunter, chair of the Education St
defer to the law and not try to interpret the
Student Life committee.
Prior to the Vote by the entire board, law on behalf of students," he said at the
Helen Blackwell, a board member, explained board meeting.
All but one of the five new board appoint
why she voted against distribution of ECPs
during the Education & Student Life meet- ments, which were made in July, voted to ovcring earlier that morning. She said the board turn last April's decision. Mark Bowles
should wait until there was information on abstained from the vote.
Student Body President Levar Stoney said
the pills' long-term effects.
"This dispensing on c.-.mpus sends a very he was happy with the vote and "ecstatic about
bad message ... that recreational sex is fine [the issue] coming to an end."
After last April's decision, 2,700 students
because there is always a back-up," she added.
She also pointed out that while 2,700 students signed a petition in two days asking the board
signed the petition last year, some 11 to 12)K»' to reverse its decision. The Student
Government Association passed a Bill of
students did not.
Board member Stephen Reeolou said peosee ECP, page 5
ple should not allow their personal judgments

i« I'" ■>

we should differ to the law aiui
not try to interpret the law on
behalf of students.
— Stephen Reeolou

Board raises
summer tuition
^reawnTBp/liHtv
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see ACCIDENT, page 5

PREVIEW: MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. CELEBRATION WEEK

Rev. Jesse Jackson
to speak Monday

Organizations unite
for Celebration Week
Thursday

Student tickets available Friday in Warren Hall
BY KELLY JASPER

news editor
Culminating Martin Luther
King Jt Celebration Week, the Rev.
Jess* Jackson will speak on the
theme "Keep the Fire Burning —
Be the Dream" Monday in Wilson
Hall Auditorium.
"Rev. Jackson was chosen because
of his relationship with King during
the Civil Rights Movement," said
Heather Wauls, a program coordinator for the Center for
Multicultural/International Student
Services, which sponsors the week's
activities. "What better way to celebrate the week?" she asked.
Fred Hilton, director of media
relations, agreed that "because
Jackson worked closely with King, he
was an excellent choice." Hilton said
the university tries to bring in speak-

ers and hold programs that will be
meaningful to the students
Wauls said that student and faculty reaction to his upcoming appearance has been largely positive. "We
have gotten some
backlash," she said,
referring to some of
the comments she
has received from
faculty and students. "But, I personally think that a
JACKSON bit of controversy is
good because it
opens people up to new ideas."
A few thousand people are
expected to attend the speech. Wauls
said. Because the Wilson Hall
Auditorium cannot meet the seating
see SPEAK, page 5

March, Speakout and Rendition
Prtmw of the MLK Rendition
12:211 p.m. I commons
March. Speakout ana '
room m Warren Hall
Ml K Impressions- Share Your lire
nder

Saturday

MLK Expo: Carrying the Dream
Through Service
4 - 7 |> ■

Sunday

Monday

unday

Formal Program

MARC CHOI/* V" «"*"

Students form 'piece of the puzzle'
dent This is a great way to
"show support tor one another, and have tun at the lam
At a school with over 250 time," she added.
AKA also encouraged stustudent organizations it would
seem difficult to unite tiiem all, dents to participate with puzbut one sorority and one stu- zles, darts and music on the
dent service organization is commons yesterday. Students
working toward that goal. could wnte their organization's
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, name or their own on one of the
Inc. "is working with the Center many puzzle pieces that made
for Multicultural/International up a large banner. This symbol
Student Services to hold the Ot the dners.- pnves that make
up JMU as a whole will be carfirst ever JMU Unity Day
The theme for the day was ried in the unity march today at
"You are a Piece of the Puzzle," 4 p.m. The march begins at the
which lucked off Martin Luther |||TH1 Madison statue and pn>King Jr. Day Celebration Week. ceeds to the Transitions room in
CMISS and AKA eiK.nu- Warren Hall.
Before the march, particiaged students to wear apparel
pants have the opportunity to
supporting JMU or represent
ing the organizations in which listen In portions of Martin
they participate, said senior Luther King Jr.'s speeches and
Charmaine
Wingfield.
see WEEK, page 5
Lambda Chi chapter presiBY AMY PATERSON

contributing writer
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Thursday, Jan. 15

Saturday, Jan. 17

A prvviow of the M.irtin I uthcr Kin^ Ir. Rendition will be
held on the common .it 122(1 p.nv For information call

Women of Color are co-sponsoring a Martin Luther King Jr.
Expo called "Carrying on the Dream Through Service" in PC
Ballroom fmm 4 to 7 p m For information call CMBS at x8-«636.

( MBS at id
A march (or Martin I other King Jr. Celebration Week will
begin at 4 p.m. at the lames MacUton statue and proceed to
the Transitions room in Warren Hall. For information call
CMISSatx8-*636.
A Martin I uiher Kin»; li I xpreaalona titled "Share Your Fire"
will take place Iran 8 lO I" p in in Taylor Down Under. For
Information call ( Ml* at V8-N.>..

Glen A Crummett, 21, ol Mt.
Sidney was arrested and charged
with possession of marijuana and
property damage on Port
Republic Road near Forrest Hills
Dec. 18at 2am The suspect
damaged a vehicle, knocked
down a 10-foot tree and a 10-toot
chain-link fence.

Sunday, Jan. 18
NAACP and Delta Sigma Theta Sorority are co-sponsoring a
Martin Luther King )r. faculty and student brunch in Taylor
Hall rooms 404 and 405 from 11 am to 2 p.m. For information , all CMISS at X8-6636.

In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Property Damage
A JMU student reported a window broken in Hanson Hall by an
unknown suspect(s) throwing
snowballs Dec. 4 between 10
and 11 p.m.

Friday, Jan. 16

FOCUS
Skydiving

11

STYLE
1 love the Kh.
Reel reflections
"Something's Gotta Give"
College cooking 101
Alt things literary
Stylish notes

I rank l( In/zard Jr., a history professor at the University of
Virginia, will give a Shenandoah Valley Regional Studies
S-mnur in Ukson Hall niom 1C7 at .1:35 p.m. Admission is free.

A JMU student reported that an
unknown person(s) broke the
rear passenger side window of a
vehicle m R1 Lot between Dec. 9
at 7:45 p.m and Dec 10 at 9:50
a.m.

13
13
13
15
15

SPORTS

Women's basketball improving

17

Men's and women's swimming
Wrestling still winless
Men's basketball losing streak

17
17
17

A planetarium show focusing on features visible in the
summer sky will be in the John C Wells Planetarium in
Miller Hall at 7 p.m. Admission is free.

JMU staff reported damage to a
vehicle in G Lot Dec. 10
between 9:30 and 10 a.m. The
vehicle was scratched with an
unknown object.

Subir
ubmitting events to the

Don

DAYS

to be published. Please try to limit tli

Events "

FUN FACT

If you have a photo that
you'd like to see published in The Breeze,
please contact:
WEATHER
Today
Partly Cloudy/Wind

*

High 32 Low 10

Friday
Sunny

Laura & Kristy
@ 568-6749

Sunday
Few Showers
44/18

33/5
Saturday
Partly Cloudy

MARKET WATCH
AsofdoeeonWeOTeadsy Jan 14.2004
DOWJONES

AMEX

+ 25.78

- 2.61

dose 3023 47

dose 1199 44

+14.69

♦ 2.61

dose 2111 13

dose 1130 52

SAP 500

of the Day

Grand Larceny
Two JMU students reported the
larceny of two business law textbooks in Zane Showker Hall Dec
6 between 3:30 and 5 p.m.

Rattlesnakes
gather in groups
to sleep through
the winter.
Sometimes up to
1,000 of them will
COil up together to

A JMU student reported the larceny ol a bike from the Music
Building between Dec. 4 and
Dec. 7.
A contracted worker for JMU
reported the larceny of a check
from a vehicle next to Gibbons
Hall Dec. 15 at 228 p.m. The
incident is under investigation

keep warm.

Mailing address:
The Breeze
G' Anthony-Seeger Had
MSC 6805
James Madison University
Hemsonburg. Virginia 22807
Phone: MO) 804127 Ki< [340)8684710
E-Mail address: the txeeze@jmu.edu
Breeze Net: http//wi#wthebreezeorg
Bookkeeper
Susan Snfflett

Receptionist
N-" •-.- Mi | 'it—' <-.

Section phone numbers
Style xS-3151
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»8-8041
OpWorVFocus X8-3846
Sports J.8-6709
PholcrtaVaphtcs. »»*749

Business/Technology
Coordinator
Ton Mehhng
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CLASSIFIEDS

ADVERTISING STAFF

The Breeze, the
student-njn newspaper
of James Madison
University, serves student and faculty readership by reporting
news Involving the
campus and local
community The,
Breeze strives to be
impartial and lair In Its
reporting and firmly
believes in its First
Amendment rights

Ade Manager
Lauren Kinelski
Assistant Adi
Manager
Mattlastner
Ad Executives:
Knsten Egan
Steve Doherty
Ryan Fagan
Elizabeth Harnner
Jessica Lapieiia

■ Ho* to place a classified Come to
The Breeze office weekdays between 8
am. and 5p.m.
■ Cost: $3.00 lor the first 10words,$2
lor each additional to words: boxed
classified. $10 per column inch.
■ Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday
issue, noon Tuesday lor Thursday issue.
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance
n The Breeze office

Classifieds
Manager
Bnana Mills
AdOeelgneri:
Beverly Kitchens
Lisa Marietta
Joan Massaro
James Matarese
Jess Woodward

JAMES OCHONE

Wireless
Internet Available!I

v~^3> Cinnamon Bear

m P-WO. page 4

MISSION

CONTACT INFORMATION
The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed
throughout James Madison University and the local Harrisonburg community.
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Drew Wilson, editor

Free

M

JMU staff reported three tires
were cut on a car in A Lot
Dec. 12 between 3:20 and 5 a.m.

breezephofo@riofmoi7.com

Monday
Snow Shower
33/7

45/28
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Try our Italian Grilled Panini

'Vim JMU tuyi us ngigaml nxft."

Breakfast Served All Day
We Accept FLEX

Hours of Operation: M-F 7am 8pm
SAT 7am-7pm
SUN 10am-5pm

75 Court Square, •Harrisonburg
{'XtXt to 'Ban/^Of America)
433-1833

Location: 600 University Blvd.
433.2867

Driver Improvement Clinic

.<•» Tilth ihs D;ia ^i><i

Gardner Plus, LLC
• Registration for class by telephone
• Recleve your certificate the same day you take lie class
• Student is registered directly Into the DMV computer
"with points" same day as class, via Extranet
• DMV Certified/National Safety Council Training Agency
• Easy accessibility to campus

540-246-2475

Full Service Salon Offering
Hair
Nails
Tanning

/■//,/'-■-/+//■
I
I
I
I

10 Tan Sessions $ 10
Manicure $10
Massage $36
$10 off Perms

LESSON tf1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...

Massage
Body waxing
Facials

810 Port Republic Rd.
Suite M
Harrisonburg VA 22801
432-5544
www.tanglesdayspa.netttrms.com

At Quiznos

WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL

Have a Sandwich and enjoy free "Wi-Fi"
Free Wireless Internet Access at the Harrisonburg Location

*
1t» Pmrtf r*iYt
(ju»t off Unrversity Btvd)
Touch free automatic
4 Self service bays
Spot Free rinae
6 Vacuums
Upholstery shampooer
Fragrance machine
433-9090

»171 8 Wain St
(next to Charlie Obaugh)
2 Touch free automatics
(credit cards accepted
6 Self service bays
Spot Free rinse
8 Vacuums
2 Interior detail centers
433-6800

CWICKBN, *"

CHRBONRRH

iiittit .•!.-.!..((/ Irx i. .,,, ,, It;,-,/,,

LESSON It2. MIRACLE WASH CARDS SAVE MONEY'
The card ■• FREE
Every 6" wash it fret
Prepaid option (20% student bonus with ID)
See attendant or on the web at www miradewashcard com
LESSON tt 3. SPOT FREE RINSE = LESS WORK - MORE PL A Y>

WKITU

"

l,m.-<-

i Free Reg. Soda

I with purchase of any sandwich
With this coupon, Exp. 1/22/04
| One per Coupon per person per visit Not Valid with
any other offer.
JAC CARDS ACCEPTED
I
I M
_ Beslde_Harrisonburg Crossing. 540-432-1302 y
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Vice President hired

"The ECP issue was not only one that galvanized
the university, but it galvanized our organization."

NEWS

A new senior vice president for
university advancement was hired
over Winter Break.
MihiyMw

15, 20041 THE BREEZE 13

LEVAR STONEY

Student Body President
see story

AROUND

MM

tart, members of SGA participate In
Tuesday* meeting following the board's decision on emergency contraceptives. Below,
Matt Taylor, left, and Brian Nldo speak.

Fall Resident Adviser
applications available
Resident Adviser applications for the 2004-'05
school year are now available. The Office of Resident
Life is accepting applications anytime between now
and Jan. 27.
Applications can be
filled
out
online
at
http://web.jmu.edu/reslife/.
Call X86275 for more
information.

UVa. faculty to speak on
Washington papers
Frank E. Grizzard Jr.. of the
University of Virginia, will
speak on "Origin and
Preservation of the George
Washington Papers" Jan. 16 at
3:35 p.m. in Jackson Hall,
Room 107. The lecture is sponsored by the JMU history
department and Lord Fairfax
Community College as part of
the Shenandoah Valley
Regional Studies Seminar.

■TO..:
Registration open for
diabetes seminar
HARRISONBURG
—
Rockingham
Memorial
Hospital will be having an
all-day seminar on diabetes
Saturday, Jan. 17, from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. in the West
Tower second floor conference room, W222.
A one-hour, one-on-one
session with a diabetes educator will be included in the
class. The cost of the seminar is $60 per person,
including lunch. A support
person may attend for an
additional $10. Advance
registration is required.
For more information
call
RMH Educational
Services at 433-4269.

City Council addresses
community issues
HARRISONBURG — The
Harrisonburg City Council
met Jan. 13 where members discussed several
local issues.
Saftey regulations for
mopeds and motorized scooters were discussed, in addition
to considering requests to designate Stone Spring Village a
residential permit parking zone
area. Requests also were considered lor the Harrisonburg
Police Department for new
weapons and a scanner.
Also on the council's agenda were the expired terms of
members of the Planning
Commission and Parks and
Recreation Commission,
among others.

U.N. plans to make
small presence In Iraq
UNITED NATIONS, 77* Los
Angeles Times — United
Nations officials said Tuesday
that a small team would
return to Baghdad, Iraq, within two weeks, a symbolic
move nearly three months
after the United Nabons withdrew its international staff
because of secunty concerns.
Two security officers and
two military advisers will go to
Iraq "to provide support to
local staff, make security assessments, and strengthen the liaison with the coalition," said a
letter from senior U.N. official
Kieran Prendergast to US.
Ambassador
John
D
Negroponte. The letter asked
the US.-led coalition for help
with the team's security in Iraq.
The United Nations withdrew its personnel after 22
people were killed when its
Baghdad headquarters was
bombed Aug. 19.
The latest move does
not mean that the United
Nations will return in force
right away, a U.N. official
said. But, the team will be
putting the pieces in place
tor eventual reengagement, the official said.

SGA discusses ECP decisio
i
SGn iei/tirtei
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Stress may have
health benefits
BY STEPHANIE BAUERLEIN

The Daily A t. ,
While many consider stress
in its entirety to be a negative
thing, small amounts of what
some describe as America's
No, 1 health problem may be a
healthy thing.
According to an article
from
Brigham
Young
University at Idaho, MOM
stress and anxiety can be beneficial to a person Anxiety ilisorder is the most common
mental health issue in the
country, with more than 19
million adults being affected,
the article said.
Yet, despite all the problems large amounts of stress
can cause, some believe it can
be a positive thing to have in
one's life. For a college student, stress can be found at
sch(x>l, the workplace, within
the family, social settings and
much more. If dealt with properly, the article said, stress can
help -.olve prohlems. .ind
increase etiit ientl\ In acting as

a motivating factor.
Trw* Am»>rtr*n Tnitihito r*t
Stress Web site, IVWWMftBJHt,
said inst as stress can cause
disease, it is plausible there are
good stresses that can promote
wellness. It also said increased
amounts of stress can cause an
increase in productivity, but
only up to a certain point.
Beyond that, the institute said
the effects of stress depend on
how it is managed, and it is up
to each individual to find the
amount of stn-ss that allows
ttptmi.il performance.
l'sycholog\ junior Danielle
Rush said not having enough
time stresses her out. Rush
said it is hard to balance going
out with her friends and getting everything done on time
and done well.
'Stress has such a positive
effect on me in that I'll focus on
work, but then afterward I'm
dead," she said. "It takes so
much out of me ph\suall\
Stress motivates me to get on
the ball, and when I'm done,
I'm relieved."

>and34hevt
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help pui i
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fereni
A's contingency currently
stands .it $23,020.05, according to sophomore
lake Miller the treasurer.

Punk rock meets politics
BY MATT STEARNS

Knight Ridder Tribune
There was a time when punk
rock was synonymous with
ptitlffrr, trashed hotel rooms, —
Nhavior that would be offensive even on today's reality TV
shows. A punk rock icon whose
stage name was Sid Vicious
allegedly killed his girlfriend in
a ratty New York hotel, then
died of a heroin overdose.
Today, punk rockers are talking politics in Des Moines, Iowa,
which is about as deep in
Middle America as you can get,
as the state's Jan. 19 Democratic
presidential caucuses approach.
Punk is dead. Boring won.
Some trappings ot punk were
evident at Ihitikivterxvni's "Rock
Against Bush" news cixiference
Sunday, held at a downtown Des
Moines hotel. (Vibe-wise, the
place is several solar systems
away from punk. It has a portrait
of Woodrow Wilson in the lobby.)
One organizer wore heavy
black, so-dorky-they re-cool
eyeglasses Chris \o 1. from
the band Anti-Flag, ("We rock
the dudes and damn the
man.") sported a red Mohawk

Anti-Rag band member Chris No. 2, center, talks with
reporters following a press conference for Punkvoter.com.

and a thick chain for a belt.
The official T-shirt showed a
picture of President George
W. Bush with the word
"Evil" stamped across his
forehead, under the word
" Demockcracy."
Even so. The Man clearly
hat i o opted punk's glorious
nihilism. Flanking Chris No.
2 •¥•• Iowa Ciov. Tom ViK.uk
(who conceded that he preferred Phil Collins) .ind polit-

ical organizers from the
United Auto Workers and the
American Federation of
State, County and Municipal
Employees. They all said
thev hoped k) help attract
young people to politics.
"I'm very glad to see
punk America come along
with this effort;" said Dave
\eii a I AW official
see PUNK, page 4

What went on while you were gone
New senior vice president SunTrust Bank donates
$100,000 for athletic center
to join staff in February
BY LAURBN MCKAY

assistant news editor
To oversee hind-raising activities for
the university, a new senior vice president far university advancement was
named Dec. 1Z
For the past five years, Joanne B. Carr
was the vice president tor advancement
at the University of Idaho.
She will begin at JML in February,
and her responsibilities will include
supervising the development of alumni,
marketing, media and .parent n-lations.
according to Fred Hilton, director of
media relations.
Kathy Stafford, former senior via'
president for advancement at JMU,
resigned June 1, 2003. She became the
vice president for uni\rr.itv ivlafions
and development at Kent State
University, according to Hilton.
Thomas F.. Piazze Jr., associate vice
president for development, has been the
interim vice president sina> June, and
will continue the stand-in psKitkm until
Can- begins next month, Hilton said.
Can's efforts at the IMvsoH) ot

LAUREN MCKAY
assistant news editor

BY

u
[Carr] will do an outstanding
job and will be a great
addition to the university.
-Fred Hilton
director of media relations

-5? —

Idaho resulted in record-setting levels of
private fund raising and in the successful
completion of a major capital campaign,
according to a IXx. 12 press release.
"[Carr] will do an outstanding job
and will be a great addition to the university," said Hilton. "Dr. Carr has the
experience and ability to enable us to
have great advances in that area (private fund raising)."
Carr led her former university to the
completion of a $100 million campaign
two years ahead of schedule, according
kl Hilton. Exceeding its goal, the campaign raised $128 million.

Sun Trust Bank donated $100,000 to
JMU for the university's new athletic
performance center
SunTrust presented the check to JMU
President Linwood Rose Dec. 15
Construction of the Robert and Frances
Flecker Athletic Performance Center is
underway on the south end of
Bridgeforth Stadium, and is expected to
be completed in 2005, according to Fred
Hilton, director of media relations.
We are big supporter- Ql the mission of James Madison University educationally," said Martha Shiltlctl
Harrisonburg Sun Inisl president "We
felt that enhancing the athletic pnigram
helps enhance the entire unit Bitty
SunTrust Bank wanted to contribute a significant amount of money
to the university and worked hand in
hand with Rose and Athletic Director
Jeff Bourne to choose the recipient
"We recognized that this is one of
the biggest projects going on It the
university.' Shifflctt said.

The athletic department intends to
post major donors on a plaque that
will be placed in the new facility,
according to Shifflctt.
In general, SunTnist Bank has
been a longtime supporter of the univenttj and felt that the athletic program is important to the university as
well .i* the community," said Hilton.
\ li >rr than S7 million in private funds
haj been rahed tor iht KM million facility for which all of the funds for the facility in in place IIH- KBIlHng amount
comee ban |MU heesnd ITW
Robert and Prances Ptecker, after
whom the facility is named, .ire local
residents I in v contributed S2 million to the facillt)
Hi, $100,000 is earmarked for
equipping I he facility rather than for
the building itself," Hilton said
rhc 4H.IHO square-foot center will
provide an academic support area for
stiidiiit athletes In each at JMU's 28
IntercoUeglale sports. Hilton said the
facility has a sports medicine complex,
a strength-training area, a new football
locker nxim and coaches' offices.
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PUNK: New
CD to address
politics, voting

P'LOG.from page 2
JMU staff reported the larceny of a vacuum from Weaver
Hall between July 16 and
November 2003.

PVNK.from page 3

Petty Larceny
A JMU student reported the
theft of a wallet from an unattended book bag in Currier
Library Dec. 1 at 5:45 p.m.

"This is probably the weirdest thing I've ever done."
allowed Chris* No. 2.
It was. the punks said, all
about empowerment.
"I had no one to yell at," said
Billy Gould of the band Faith No
More. "I could yell at my girlfriend. I could yell at my dog. I
was frustrated "
A coalition of punk rockers
founded the organization and
Web site. They're also issuing a
compact disc called "Rock
Against Bush." Organizer
Wayne Kramer, of the band
MC5, said he hopes to mobilize more than 500,000 young
voters. Kramer said the site is
getting 250,000 hits a day.
Voting, of course, is a relatively establishment-oriented
activity, but Kramer said he
saw no disconnect between
punk and politics.
"Punk is to defy things you
find offensive," he said.

"You can get all A's
and still flunk life."
— Walker Percy

A JMU student reported a missing parking pass from the
Convocation Center between
Dec. land 11.
An unknown person removed
a white aluminum sign
belonging to in outside contractor from R3 Lot between
Dec. 2 and 5. The sign was 4
feet by 3 feet, had the company
name, number, and e-mail
address written with black and
orange lettering.

Get experience.
Write for News.
X8-6699
breezenews @ Hotmail, com

JMU staff reported the larceny
of a parking hangtag from 6
Lot Dec. 19 between 8 a.m. and
5 p.m.
Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25: 51

Only Raw Bar in Harmonburg
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1/2 Price Appetizer Menu
Daily 4-9 pm
Huge Sandwich Menu
Fresh Burgers
Hotdogs
Chicken

PoBoy
Ham&Turkey, and more...
Wings- 25« each Mon&Thurs
eat in only
Salads
^y i
Vegetarian Dishes
^^ j
Fresh fish and steak
V J
Tuesday crablegs
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A Wed Oysters
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Still offering up apartments for next year.
1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

432-1001
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WEEK: CMISS, AKA
sponsor Unity Day
WEKK,fromi*grl
have a forum for remarks on his
accomplishments during a
speakout and rendition at 12:20
p.m. on the commons.
With Martin Luther Kin^ |r
Day approaching, Wing/ield
said she hopes this event will
bring people together and help
them realize the holiday is not
only about racial unity.
Unity Day also corresponds
with one of CMISS's national
goals — Martin Luther King |r.
Day is "a day on, not a day off,"
Wingfield said.
Also, Tyson Brown, a CMISS

graduate student assistant, said
he hopes the day will bring
together a diverse group of students and encourage them to
come out to the celebration, as
well as "increase awareness
eboul Martin Luther King fr.'s
contributions."
Fred Hilton, director of
media relations, said, "Diversity
and representation of many cultures is an important part of the
culture of the university."
Hilt'on said he thinks programs like this have been successful in the past and are
likely to continue.

SPEAK: Satellite
locations available
to see Jackson talk
SPEAK, from page 1

"We haven't decided yet
where the (parking deck) sit,
would be yet" king md
"We have built parking on
every square inch we can
find," he added.
King estimates the new deck
will cost about $13.6 million,
based on figun's from the
University of Vliglnla'a and
George Mason University's
recent parking projects, and will
not begin construction for
another two years.
King also explained Virginia
Gov. Mark Warner's proposed
2004-*06 budget.
"The governor's going on
record saying universities
need to raise tuition to pay (for
some of the new budgeted
money]," K*n8 !*a'^The damage to the Financial
Services Building last November
because of a fire still is being
assessed, according to King.
People are "still putting together
a list of property lost for insurance, he said.
There also are conflicting professional opinions on whether it
would, be cheaper either to
reconstruct the building or tear it
down and start from the beginning, King said.
Meredith Gunter, chair of
the Education & Student Life
committee, reported that her
committee sees a need for JMU
to have'a masters of M ience in

nursing. Students would have
two options — pursuing a
career as an adult or gerontology nurse practitioner or
become a nurse educator with
a specialty in adult health.
The request was passed
unanimously and now will go
in front of the State Council
for Higher Education tor
Virginia in Richmond.
Gunter also addressed the
need to have mow students run
for the board's student position
She said there have been fewer
candidates every year.
The board approved reducing the u'^utuMu-nts from
having a 3.0 grade-point average to being in good academic
standing, which is a 2.0 GPA,
at the university.
Thev also tabled the Ida o\
having the board seli'tt the
member after an application
and interview process. This
would change the current practice of having students elect the
representative, which was
implemented in 2000.
In other matters, Bill J.isien,
chair of the Finance & Physical
Development Committee, said
the university still is discussing
ways to deal with illegal file
sharing. He said there have
been some requests to remove
the illegal material, but there
have been no subpoenas.
He said they would continue
to monitor this issue.

AMY PATERSON/irn/or phutographer
Sophomore Robbln Vino* signs a Unity poster during Unity
Day on the commons.

ACCIDENT, from page I

was a very artistic guy. "Kevin
always had some creative project inside his head, " he said.
Ha said that Eckerman liked
to explore his creative side. " He
liked to paint and sketch, paint
ditto in particular," six- said.
"|He would| make things out
of wood, decorate the apartment with odd objects — the
list goes on and on."
She said their apartment is
all decorated with his stuff
"Everything [in the apartment]
is .in rvUnsuii t»( him and his
heart," she added.
Eckerman also was interested in politics, according to
Barker. While he never wanted
to be a politician, Eckerman
wanted "to make a difference

once doors open at 6:30 p.m.
The speech will begin at 7:30
p.m. Handbags, book bags or
similar accessories will not be
permitted in Wilson Hall.
In previous years, Corctta
Scott King, former Va. Gov. L.
Douglas Wilder and economist
and author Julianne Malveaux
have participated in the
week s events.

demands of the campus, satellite
locations in Grafton-Stoval!
Theatre and the College Center
Grand Ballroom will be available
for people to view Jackson's
presentation via the campus
cable system. These locations do
not require rickets for admission.
Student response has been
positive to the satellite locations.
Wauls said. "A lot of students
don't want to deal with having to
get tickets, so this is a good sos>
tion for them and for dealing
with the overflow," she added.
Although all seating is free,
tickets are required for seating
in Wilson Hall Auditorium.
Faculty and staff may pick up
tickets until Friday, Jan. 16, at the
CMISS office in Warren Hall,
mom 245, from 8 am to 5 p.m.
Students may pick up their tickets
Friday from 8 am to 5 p.m. in the
Warren Hall mailroom kibby.
Wauls said that allowing faculty and staff to acquire tickets
sooner is a "perk of their job."
This will not, however, affect the
number of student se,it> available
"Wilson Hall [Auditoriuml
has seating for about 1,300 people," she said. "Half of those are
reserved for students and the
other half are for faculty, staff
and the public."
A member of the public can
reserve one general admission
ticket by calling CMISS at x86636. Tickets may be picked up at
the "will call" table in the Wilson
Hall lobby before the speech

BOV: Budget discussed ACCIDENT: Senior
killed at Massanutten
BOV, from page 1
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and make sure people were
informed," Barker said.
Eckerman also was very
involved in snowboarding,
Pateo said.
Eckerman was one of the
founders of Boarderline,
JMU's snowboarding club,
and was an ottuer tor the
club's first two yean I It sbo
designed the club's Web site.
Ha said, "Kevin is survived
by his parents, Don and Peggy
Efokennnn, in older bnrther,
Paul, and his life partner, me."
A memorial service will
be held Jan. 24 in Northern
Virginia. For location information contact Ha at hala.
There will be a service
in Harrisonburg the following week.

-66We pride ourselves on
bringing good speakers
to campus.
-Heather Wauls
program coordinator. CMISS
"We pride ourselves on
bringing good speakers to
campus," Wauls said. Planning
for Jackson's speech began in
October, with the assistance of
over 50 students volunteering
on committees.
|.K kson, "founder and president of the Kainbow/PUSH
Coalition, is tme of America's
foremost civil rights, religious
and political figures," according to the Web site wwv.rain-

bowpiah on.

The coalition is a "progressive organization lighting for
social change," according to
the Web site
For more information, call
CMISS at X8-6636.

ECP: Board reverses decision on Plan B sales ban
ECP, from page /

Opinion by 55-6 with two
abstaining requesting that the
board change its decision.
Students also marched to
the office of Mark Obenshain,
who originally proposed the
idea not to allow the Health
Center to continue dispensing the pills.
"I learned there will be
some road blocks and obsta-

cles, but persistence and hard
work will work," Stoney said
This new decision shows that
student government can help
the students, he added.
He also said this shows
"that we do represent the
student voice."
Ann Simmons, associate
director
of
Health
Promotions, said she too was
pleaseil with the vote. Last

October, she gave the board
an "opportunity to ask questions
and
get
them
answered," which helped to
educate the board members
on this issue, she said.
As a result of the controversy and publicity of the dispension of ECPs, there also
was an "increased student
awareness of the student
health center," she said.

Students went to the Health
C enter's Web site to get information on ECPs and accordingly were able to view all the
services offered, she added.
Currently, the Food and
Drug Administration is working to make ECPs available
over-the-counter, according to
The Henry J. Kaiser Family
Foundation at www.kaisernetUHjrk.org/daily_reports.

Tonight at

higher LSAT & MCAT
scores guaranteed

eUfflfc
QHM

or your money back
Attend all required classes or makeup sessions, complete all
scheduled tests, and do your homework. K your score doesn't
improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic or a prior official
test score, you can choose to repeat our program tor free or get a
full refund of your tuition" It'i that simple.

LIVE

What are you waiting for?
Classes for the MCAT and LSAT are being held here
on campus at JMU call now to reserve your seat!'

"toe. MM *U IWjIMnJ »■■»! Kill ¥»•» mini.* ■*»«
•To be el«ible lor u*s offer, you must be
enrolled m Kaplan's Ml classroom, tutoring.
or online courses In addition, you must
present a copy ol your official score report
and your course meteneia within 90 days.

KAPLAN

Come check out the

Dance Party

from 10pm until 2am

Test Prep and Admissions

1 800 KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

call oil 1 AtLL 1 for more information

■5 Quality Life * Quality Food = Saigon Cafe •Quality Life - Quality Food = Saigon Cafe §
o
Authentic Vietnamese Cuisine
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Vietnamese Soup Pho
Lunch Buffet
Monday-Thursday
11:30-2:00
$5.99

tatrvhU Iho Sn*nando.rh
Valley Otct 20 Ye.tr-.
All Senice* ln-Hou%**
from One tn 4 ffroiis.imr

" • Embroidery .
• Screen Printing
■ Athletic Design

F/oO. A Sinylf Urn.

Include tofu with any Entree

Appetizers
Char-Grill
Vegetarian
Seafood
Beef
Chicken
Pork

s

Harrfsorrtou
#1 Sourctt
>

Family owned and operated since 1996
We specialize in shrimp dishes
and making tofu taste delicious

Soups

# H-T £T7-zim<-i*

Friday
Shrimp Buffet
11:30-2:00

I Any Purchase of
\$l60.00 or HOT*

Any Purchase of
$50.00 or More

Any Purchase of
$20.00 or More

$7.45
MoilSf I'.Ill:

540-434-5750
Antique Mall • Rolling Hills Shopping Center
787 East Market Street • Harrisonburg

I

g Quality Life + Quality Food • Saigon Cafe "Quality Lite ♦ Quality Food = Saigon Cafe 3

Vehicle Magnet*
Bonnes
Photo Teea
19SO-F Drycrlr St.
(Off of Nvtf Avc.)

Teams

Club*
Corporate
Reunions

Schools

Fraternities

Sororities
Fund-Rrtisef.
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(540) 568-9899

Free Delivery
Flex Accepted

Sun-Thu until 1am
& Fri-Sat until 2am

Special Combination Platters
All Entrees served with Plain
Choice of Soup; Wonton, Egg D;
* SC1 Chicken Broccoli
SC2 Pork, Chicken, Beef or Shrimp Chow Mein
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC4 Sweet and Sour Pork
SC5 Moo Goo Gai Pan
* SC6 Chicken with Garlic Sauce
* SC7 Hunan Chicken
SC8 Pork with Mixed Vegetables
SC9 Mixed Chinese Vegetables
* SC10 Hunan Vegetables
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts
* SC12 Kung Pao Chicken
* SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SC14 Almond Chicken
* SC15 Hunan Beef
SC16 Pepper Steak
SC17 Beef with Broccoli
*SC 18 Szechuan Beef
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
* SC21 Hunan Shrimp
SC22 Triple Delight
* SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24 Sesame Chicken
SC25 Four Seasons
SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mein
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
* SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

only

Our New
L Style j

All entrees come with
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Spring Roll
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice
and choice of soup:
Wonton,
(JrB
Egg Drop,
or Hot and Sour

* Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)

and don't forget..
25c Cheese Wontons
(limit 2 with $15 purchase;
Lunch Special $3.95 and up

China Express
1031 Port Republic Rd
Menu, Specials and Map Found On

d®[L®®feOn.com

NOW THAT WE'VE GOT YOU*
ATTENTION:
THE BREEZE NOW MANES ONE
1/16 PAGE AD AVAILABLE
AT NO COST TO CLUBS AND
ORGANIZATIONS EACH WEEN.

IF YOUR GROUP IS INTERESTED,
ADS CAN BE RESERVED
THROUGH SGA. FOR MORE
INFORMATION, CONTACT
THE ON-CAMPUS ADS
REPRESENTATIVE, RYAN FAGAN,
ATFAGANRJ@JMU.EDU.
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This new realization among the
Iraqis is what transforms the
rebuilding of the country.

It is the source of much unease that the board
shows so little regard for the student body and
so much reverence for outside interests to the
tune of being politically correct.

JOHNATHAN KELLY

junior
•M house editorial. Mow

*M column, below

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

Board of Visitors yields to outside interests, not students
The Board of Visitors decided in a 10-1
vole to allow the University Health
Center to reinstitute its policy of selling
emergency contraceptive pills during its
meeting last Friday.
The practice, which had been going on
lor the past eight years, was ended
abruptly April 18, 2003, when the board
.lilirmined it was not appropriate for the
university to distribute the pilk
The debate leading up to the April
decision, which was in effect for nine
months, was brought about by a March
14, 2003, letter from Virginia Del. Robert
Marshall to JMU President Linwood
ROM strongly urging that JMU discontinue the disiribution of ECPs.
The motion to change the Health
Center's policy and restrict it to providing prescriptions for the ECPs to be
tilled off campus was brought to the
board by former board member Mark
Obenahain and also after additional
pressure from Marshall
The decision was a blatant example of outside interests influencing
the decision-making process on an
issue of JMU concern. Marshall, inca6able of convincing legislators in
ichmond to tighten abortion policies, chose to use JMU as a battleground to wage his political warfare.
After making its decision in April, the
board met again in June and October. In
each of these meetings, the board decided
not to discuss the issue and instead push
it to the next meeting.
Between its meeting last October and
its Jan. 9 meeting, a development shed
new light on the debate.
In December, the advisers for the
Food and Drug Administration voted to
recommend to the FDA for final review
that ECP be made available over the
counter. The FDA has yet to come to a
decision on the issue.
In the January meeting, the board realized that it had made a mistake and the
pill should be readily available.

It is not at all surprising, after recalling
the influence that Marshall had over the
board, that the FDA decision also would
play a role in the board's decisions.
After hearing of the FDA's recent
approval, the board, which had put off
a vote for nine months, quickly made
the decision that contradicted its earlier
one, furthermore adding to the perception of the board as nothing more than
the pawn of outside interests.
In April, Marshall was able to convince the board that it was committing a serious social infraction by
allowing the ECP to be distributed.
In the April 24 issue of The Breeze,
Marshall was said to have compared
having the pill available to students as
senseless as having the Health Center
offer body piercings.
The FDA would have made JMU
appear behind the times and excessively conservative if ECPs were
declared to be an over-the-counter
drug. In order to avoid being politically incorrect for the second time in
the less than a year, the board decided to repeal its previous decree.
II is the source of much unease
that the board shows little regard for
the student body and so much reverence for outside interests to the tune
of being politically correct.
On issues that affect students, the board
needs to do a better job of concerning itself
with the interests of the student body and to
stop allowing itself to be the puppet of
those outside the JMU community.
Despite the board's lack of consideration for the interest of the student body, the
Student Government Association, thnmgh
persistence from junior Krissy Schnebel,
worked diligently throughout the school
year to raise public awareness about ECPs.
The SGA rallied to gain student support and refused to allow the board to
sweep the issue under the carpet.
It has been a remarkable story of perseverance over formidable odds.

■ To Talk of Many Things

Saddam's capture will
aid reconstruction

/ •mmldart\ mid pals lo hmvrdpui holmail.i'um
/dim ,t Pod ■'" mtHiuttrd iiJinttvriwu*lx <uul printed on a spaceOWMQOK baste .S<*/»/mw«»m are based upon one person's opinion of a
Vmn utiiulin'i
a utulilo nut nin\\anl\ reflect the truth.

Pat...

JohnathanKelly

Dart...

A "th.ink.s-tor-rvin(;-so sivivt" p.il hi the
Kirl running (in the treadmill next to me when
I tell ,ind was genuinely concerned and didn't
laugh at all.
F/DHI ,i frnJmum icfo was ;usl frying lo cross
tmtn bdWUH OHmV.

A "ihanks-for-thc-rudc-awakening" dart
to the pfofeisor who, after stealing my parking split, had the audacitv to inform me of
his hatred of all JMU students and thr mpa
riorily he feels he should have over them.
From tin angry senior wlio, among oilier

tMngt tkxsaloi jbrfhbsduii

Dart...

Pat...

A "don't-ask-me-about-it" dart to the
manager .it | local electronics store who
uked if I had a good party when I returned
$8,000 in stereo equipment.

A "wav-to-brave-t he-elements'' pat to
the awesome |ML Dining Services employees for nuking work fun on the snow day.
From i/our co-workers who were glad
you were here on d frosty December da\i.

From a JMU student wlto likes to exploit 30thy no-qbt'tliau mkuk return palk la

Pat...

Dart...

A "manks-lor-tlre-.idventures" pat to my
partner-in-crime roommate for keeping the
semester interesting with random purchases
from various stores around the 'Burg.
From your equally psychotic roomie lolio
understands tlte concept of "dude, uv neetl thh'
when it comes '■» big, silly mtt or kuls'playftouses.
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"To the press alone, chaptered as it ts with abuses,
tlte world is indebted for all tlte triumphs which
Itaiv been gained by
reason and humanity over error and opirresston."
— James Madison

A "mo\e-it-aod-lose-it" dart to the portly
older nun who was looking at pornography
at the library while several students waited in
line to do their work on the computer
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lumie
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The capture of Saddam
Hussein DKT. 13, 2003, was »v
astounding e\rtiit that altered the
American reo: instruction in Iraq
and shocked the Iraqi people.
With Hussein now incarcerated, therv should be considerably more Iraqis who aggressively will assist in reconstruction efforts because they no
longer fear their former dictator
enacting revenge for their collaboration with US. troops.
The rebuikling of the country
requia-s mow Iraqi assistance,
and the United States is in a much
better pt*atkm to recruit that help
now that the source of its fear is
gone The burden on the United
States gradually will be lessened,
and mamstruction sk»wlv will
become less difficult.
The Washington I\*t reported
Dec. 15, 2003, that Hussein had
been apprehended. The following
morning, Paul Bremer, the
American administrator of Iraq,
uttered to an anxious press gathering, "1 .idies and gentk'men, we
got him. The tyrant is a prisoner."
Iraqi journalists and American
soldiers shouted thunderously in
elation. Their cheers were echoed
across the country as the news
spread. What astonished them
even more' was the film fixitage of
the withered appearance of their
former leader. Hussein was
shown in a humbled state, a helpless prisoner with a straggly
beard and tattered ckrthing.
In order to comprehend
the enormity of this revelation in the eyes of Iraqis, one
needs to remember that, for
the past 25 years, Hussein
enforced the acceptance of his
regime through extreme ter-

ror and brutality The more he
terrorized, the more the people came to Ivheve that no
man could conquer Hussein,
and their te.u -erved as the
lifeblood of his i, |m
That impression changed
after hearing Hussein had
surrendered without a fight
and was rendered powerless
in custody. This was the
same man who had claimed
to be heir to the ancient Arab
conquerors — a contemporary incarnation of Saladin
and Nebuchadnezzar.
This new realization among
tlx' Iraqis is what transforms the
rebuilding of the country.
Previously, US. forces were
engaged in .i struggle to convince
fearful Iraqis that Hussein would
not return. Now, the Iraqis know
it to be true, and will be more ,ipt
to help repair their broken nation.
The United States t.mnot
stabilize Iraq and create ,i
viable government without
a. tive Iraqi participation,
and Iraqis cannot participate
effectively without a guarantee of security. While fear
sustained a repressive dictatorship in Iraq, industry and
courage among the people
will be needed to engineer a
deiiHH r.dk s\ stem
As the Iraqis assume more
ami more nspitnsibiliry for them>ekiv truer American soldiers
will be needed, and this HUMUS
fewer casualties in the future1. The
hardships are not over, ami there
is no way ot knowing how Iraq
will rum out in the end, but
Hussein's capture has given new
hope for us and for Iraqis.
Winatiian kiln k a tumor political science major.

"If it is cool to write for the
JMU campus newspaper, then
I'm Miles Davis."
The Breeze opinion editor
hreezetqiiniiHito hoimail i om
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SPRING BREAK TOURS

2004

Pack your bags and join us on an exciting adventure!
Open to students AND the general public

'fj

Available for one academic credit or for audit
APPLY ONLINE NOW & GET 50% OFF THE APPLICATION FEE!
MONACO/MONTE-CARLO & THE FRENCH RIVIERA
"Between Mountain and Sea"
March 6 • 14, 2004
1 optional credit of History 488
Join us on this exciting cultural & historical Spring tour to Monaco/Monte-Carlo, jewel of the French
Riviera. Monaco is an independent European principality nestled between France and Italy. MonteCarlo is the well-known casino and luxury district of Monaco, home to the rich & famous Monaco
boasts dramatic scenic perspectives, whether you are looking up from a harbor toward the
surrounding cliffs, or peering down al the sparkling blue coastline from a high vantage point Enjoy
hidden beach coves, cliff-top medieval villages glittery nightlife and lush Mediterranean vegetation'

AMAZON RIVER
"The Amazon with Book and Camera"
March 6-14, 2004
1 optional credit of History 388 or 530 or Art & Visual Technology 399
The Amazon River is one of the great rivers of the world and a complex and exotic ecosystem Home
to the pink dolphin, piranha, eapybara (the world's largest rodent), and hundreds of bird species, k is
place not to be missed. It has attracted explorers and naturalists since the sixteenth century Our
purpose is to follow in the footsteps of these adventurers and naturalists and exploie the natural
history of the area with book and camera And what better way to see the Amazon River than on a
riverboat!

For mote information or to apply, contact.
Center for Global Education at GMU
Johnson Center, tjom 235
4400 University Dr. Fairfax. VA 22030
Phone:703-993-2154
Email, cge@gmu.edu
Web: http://globaled.gmu.edu/sprlrHi/cgesprlng.htrnl-APPLY ONLINEI
Application deadline is December 19, 2003

MEXICAN GRILL

WELCOME BACK
All our burritos start with cilantro lime rice
and your choice of black or pinto beans (no
beans on Fajita Burritos), topped off with
your choice of salsa and cheese or sour cream.

223 Burgess Rd.
Harrisonburg, Va, 228012
540.564.1515
www.qdoba.com

■URRITOS
Made to order just How you like ii. wirh only the fines'.
freshen irtflredirnti

QDOIA SIGNATURE BURRITOS
OHOIMI flavors you won't find any where fl<f. all
mad* to order

Chicken ••rrrta

Pat-Una Pe»tn iurrita

4 v'

5.45

Tender chicken marinated in our special *4obo tpices
ana* ended r>«ifi

Marinated erilled chicken with our Poblano Peelo* sauce of
roasted poblano peppers, cilantro. almonds and ptne nuts

Steak iwrrfta

Qweia Burrtta

fM

Lean beef marinated in our special adobe tpices and
grilled fresh

Oar incredible S~Cheese Queso wrapped dp with
marinated frilled chicken or steak

Ground Sirloin lurrlte
If an ground sirloin seasoned with authentic
Mexican iptce*

4.99

CMcktn MoH ■urrtta
Marinated frilled chicken topped with oar rich and
iltahtly ipicy Mold sauce (pronounced •moh-lay')

Vegetarian BurHta

4 *f

Fajita Rancnara iW.lt.

A ctfanrro Iimr rice, gumcamole and bfan tmrrtio100% vegetarian
Chicken
FaJHa Claaika Itirrlta

Grilled chicken or steak sweet red onion*
and bell peppers (no beans!

%*•

Steal
5 4*

Prtfer forkt to fingers'' Order any abave barrtto served in
a bowl with an optional tortilla on the side.

Grilled chicken or steak, red onions and bell
peppers served with our setiy Ranchera sauce
(no beans)
OriUad Vegetable BarrM*

Marinaied grilled zucchini. Kellion*. eegptent
and sweat red peppers with nee and beans
Marinated beef slow-roaetad to lander perfection
with our own blend of traditional aaaeonings

We cater. Call us for your next party!

Chicken
a^ffj

stm
§,j|
fj|

Chicken
Mi
tea*
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Salon For Ladies & Gentlemen
Full Set
S20&UP
Fill In
S13*UP
Manicure
S10ParatinWa« Included
Pedicure
SIBWith Foot Spa
Air brush Design
S5SUP
Hand Painted Design
...S54I "
Gel Nail Set
$30
Gel Fill
Silk Wraps

Hours: Mon.-Wed. 10am - 8pm
Thurs.-Sat. 9am-8pm. Sun. 1 lam-5pm
In Town Center. Behind Valley Mall

Walk Ins welcome
Gilt Certificates available
WE ACCEPT LOCAL CHECKS
& ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Silk Fill
Eye Brow - Facial ■ Body Wai

& BODY
.
RENEWAL
l r*

lose Iiit'lirs

and ( < llnlii.
Kiiilrniifilogic

Specialty Pizzas
Pizza • Pasta • Subs
Coffee / Ice Cream Bar

801-8070

10% OFF

Grand Opening Specials

Harrisonburg Crossing Shopping Center
225 Burgess Rd * 540-564-0105

Every Day:
Mondays Only:
l Regular Sub, Fries, 11 Large 16" Cheese
J and a fountain drink J Pizza and a 2-liter
for only $5.99!
for only $6.99!
■ rwoooowtriai»otrworr»r. uptwow. ■ | notgooawoiaiyoourormr. cxpiwrai*. ■

21 11 ■".• V K. -.■-■i.iii Slrrrl

\

linsi.lt
it.-i.l. It..
the H-.r..s.„il.i.ru
llarnvinlHiiKltiwti.nl*
tin-.. i:.m for VV<H1H-I||
Wnnu-lil

540.434.3K8(>

l*r rim »d i inl> H)\ appnm-d < rllulllr Krdiirliiin I hi .i|n in ill, I _S.| I. ht-rv in llarriuinhurnl

Menu Found On GoLooLkOn.com
▼"i

CRAM THE CONVO!
MEN'S BASKETBALL
vs. TOWSON
January 17 • 7 PM
Convocation Center

V
1
Rethink Your Science Career
Professional Science Master's
Applied Computing • Biotechnology • Environmental Science & Assessment
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY • WASHINGTON, D.C.

Register to win a 32" Sony Wega
Television from Cmtchfield
Must be present to win.

First 200 Fans receive a
Free Jersey Hugger.

Take an interdisciplinary approach.
Position yourself for the
professional world's in-demand careers.

Call SS8-OUKE for tlckat Information
or go onllna at Jmuaporla.coml

Learn program details at one of our

Open Houses
Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

January 21, January 28 and February 4
5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Room 245 of
American University's Mary Graydon Center
Free parking on campus.

R.s.v.p. to
mbeard@american. edu
202-885-3626

www.american.edu/psm
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LEISURE

HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day. 0 the most challenging.
I

Today's Birthday (Jan. 15) You may encounter career difficulties, but don't let them stop you. With
new team and several new technical skills, you'll expand your influence.

Aries March 21-April 19

T"

G' iinl May 21-June 21
A a. Today is a 6 - Its almost time to get back
Wr^P* lo work, and in .i very important way.
/JP\ Clear all the distractions out of your life
so that you can concentrate.

Sj>

f

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
Today is a 7 - You have some great ideas,
bul some of them might take more work
^VI than you re willing lo pur in Over thinexl few days, decide whether these ideas
are worth the elfort

Today is an 8 - After a slight setback,
you'll find it easier to progress. You're
smart, attractive and getting support from
somebody you love. This is good.

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21
tv\ Today is a 5 - You're not good at keeping
y^mj x-crets, but it's a skill you ran leam. It's
f^W OK to hold some things back, especially
where money is concerned.

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan 19

23

1

10

Today is an 8 - Your power is increasing, so
don't worry too much about an upsetting
situahon from the recent past. It's inconsequential, except for what you can leam
from it.

r*5

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
Today is a 6 - Go over your plans again,
taking recent developments into consideration. Move slowly, but know that more
*' work and more money should come in the
next few days.

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20

«>

F

L

Today is an 8 - You'll be glad you saved
your money, or at least some of it anyway.
You'll soon get the chance to do something fun, and you'll be glad you can
accept the invitation.
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■
ACROSS
1 Desktop
accessory
9 Bring out
15 Secret identity
16 Jipijapa hat
17 Shipping
routes
18 Overwhelms
19 Satirist Mori
20 Like some
chocolates

22 Takeout tool?
25 Our star
26 Ireland
27 Equivalent
word
29 Tennessee
player, for short
31 Whippoorwill
bill
32 Daisy species
34 Greek cross
35 Fantasy genre
38 Frisco hHI
39 In touch with
41 Multi-computer
syst.
42 U-2, e.g.
45 Altar of stars

46 Water tester

r
ii

29

*

'

4.1

-

4/

14

■>*

"

SB

1
51 Ritzy
53 Young boy
55 Small bird
56 Wrinkle
remover
59 Diminutive
suffix
60 Flower with
two lips
61 Track
announcement
64 At the scene
65 Required
66 Rock on the
edge
67 Warhol
subjects

1
.
i

i

:
44

■I1
4fl

49

bb
S<1
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DOWN
1 Catholic
services
2 Legendary
Chicago cow
owner
3 Salt Lake City
resident
4 Gets rid of on
the market
5 Time of note
6 Writing
implement
7 Quite a while
8 Prescribed
amounts
9 Fifth Greek
letter
10 Hard and fast
rules
11 Thunderstruck
12 Inherited
13 Majestic
14 Gustatory
organ
21 Not fixed
23 Sign up
24 Deli loaf
28 Unit of
measurement
of work

47 Lures into
difficulty

V

PHENOAll \

> \

HURRY IN....A I IMITED NUMBl R OF
INDIVIDUAl ROOMS \RI sill I \\ All ABLE
COME IIOMI TO SUNCHASI TODAY!!

WB*PS*S««

13

1

29

24

43

12

21

20

"

11

,e

33

11

Solutions to Last Issue's Puzzle

A woman has
se_yen children, half
of them are boys.
How can this be
possible?

8

■

III
22

•S

—Tribune Media Services

RiDDi.ioftheDay

7

6

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov 21

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
. Today is an 8 - A person you truly care
about feels the same way about you. Set
I up a date in the next day or two to dis^s»^ ■ cuss
.
possibilities.

5

21

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is an 8 - Something at home that
you've been putting up with needs to be
changed Do it now, even if you and your
mate don't completely agree. Make your
world more comfortable. You'll get used to it.

4

17

Today is a 6 - You'll have to get slightly
more serious for the next couple of days. If
you do the work, the money will start
coming in.

Taurus April 20-May 20
^Bkt Today is an 8 - You ought to notice a calming
^JKl tn-n-l that's entering your life. The tension
Q'TJ you've been under will ease. Finish a difficult job.

3

15

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

Today is a 5 - A recent setback was meant to
f teach you to share -and that includes sharing responsibility. You still believe that you
can do the best job, but you realize you can't
do it .ill by yourself. Empower those around
you. Bring out the best in them.

?

30 Structure with
a single-pitch
roof
33 Improvisational
style of jazz
35 Ice hockey
stroke
36 Squash pigment
37 Sort of
40 Airtight
43 More
mannerly
44 Opp. of 27A
48 Head of the
Huns
49 Some coal
miners
50 Chargers
52 Addiction
54 Jerks
57 Tiny bit
58 Taboo
62 "The
Simpsons"
character,
Disco
63 Keg feature
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Retail

Half.com

$

43/*22

*76/ 50

****'

used*

Natural selection.
How smart is this: All the textbooks you
For a limited tint*, first-time buyer*

Save an additional *5
on purchases of '50 or more.'
Simply use this code:
JMU2004

need for up to 50% off retail prices. New or
used, all you have to do is go to half.com

ll0ll.com

and type in the book titles, or ISBN numbers.
Then let nature take its course.

Same textbooks.
Smarter prices.

£T£JT.'^HfjH "^l!°™ ~ TT *t°- "" "*'"" "" "^ '- "■*m"» * «« M A- rigM. ««« • Ww R— «> o. . N~T.„bo<* b~d ,

r::r«r*rrrr£^^^

DINING SERVICES
MARTIN LUTHER KING
HOLIDAY WEEKEND
DINING SCHEDULE
CLOSED. JAN 17 - 1Q
College Store East, Festival Java City, Lefs Go,
TDU Java City, UREC Smoothie Bar, Market One, Door 4
Subs, Mrs. Green's, Madison Grill
Chick-fil-A closed Saturday and Sunday Jan 17 & 18

SATURDAY. JAN 17
Gibbons Brunch 10am - 2pm Dinner 4:30 - 7:30pm
Festival
11am-8pm
PC Dukes 11am-8pm
Mister Chips
11am-11pm
Lakeside Express 7pm - lam

SUNDAY. JAN 111
Gibbons Brunch 10am - 3pm Dinner 4:30 - 7:30pm
Festival
11am-8pm
Mister Chips
11am-11pm
PC Dukes
3:30pm - 8pm
Lakeside Express 5pm - llpm

MONDAY. JAN 1Q
Chick-fil-A
7:30am - 10am and 11am - 9pm
Gibbons Brunch 10am - 3pm Dinner 4:30 - 7:30pm
Festival
Ham-8pm
Lakeside Express 11am - llpm
Mister Chips
Ham-llpm
PC Dukes
3:30pm - 10pm

Normal Operating Hours Resume
Tuesday, January 20, 2004

data from Follcn Corp IM rapwUd by Th« AMOOMM PraM In Jam.tr, 3003) Avwaya

TTT
Whmfs AfeirV

In DinlnqT
TTT
Miso noodle bar and
Tumbleweed Farms
'barbecue plus' at
The Festival

^Tofflbleweed
weed Farms,
Mrs. Green's gets a new look!
A new look and new menu
items at Lakeside Express...
Expanded menu at Madison
Grill...
and a bigger and better Crazy
Taco menu at PC Dukes!
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■ Cooking up a storm

STYLE

Simple, impressive
recipes make a chef out
of any kitchen virgin.
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"I love the '90s and feel like it can be summer up in two words — Hammer pants."
JON ALTEER

junior

Veer off beaten path
with easy cooking
BY LF.ELA PEREIRA

assistant style editor
Five girls are crammed in
front of a television screen,
drooling over actor Matthew
McConaughey's stalwart efforts
to create the perfect dinner for
Kate Hudson in the film "How
to Lose a Guy in 10 Days."
Why are the girls drooling?
There is an enigmatic appeal
about men and women who
perform tasks that commonly
are assigned to members of the
opposite sex. A man's "attractive" factor skyrockets if he
knows how to wield a spatula
now and then, just as a woman's
sex appeal can increase if she
knows how to change her car's
tires. Of course, if food is the
way to a man's heart, then a
cook's charm applies to both
girls and guys.
Romance awaits many of
us in the coming months.
Why not jump-start a college
relationship with an atypical
date? Substitute eating out
with a home-cooked, yet
classy, meal — and turn up
the heat in just one date. Any
college student by day can be
a chef by night through whipping up the following recipes,
which are made with ingredients that can be found at any
grocery store.
Salmon Dijonnalse
2/3 cup sour cream
3 tablespoons Dijon mustard
1 pound salmon (purchased
pre-skinned and boned)

Preheat oven to 375 degrees.
Mix the sour cream and mustard together. Set in a warm
place to lose its chill. Season
the salmon on both sides with
a punch of salt and pepper.
Place on a baking sheet and
bake for 12 to 15 minutes. Use a
wide spatula to transfer the
fish to a serving platter without
breaking it. Add the sour
cream and mustard to the drippings in the pan. Stir to blend
well. Pour over the salmon and
serve immediately.
Greek spinach salad
1 pound fresh spinach, cleaned
and stemmed
2 ounces feta cheese, crumbled
(if you buy it in a block, just
rub chunks of it in your hands
over a bowl and the feta will
crumble slowly)
2/3 cup creamy garlic dressing
Toss all the ingredients
together in a large bowl and
serve immediately.

MAM c mwitwplucirdair

y

Students reminisce early 90s favorites

Strawberry Shortcake
Individual angel food cakes
Cool Whip
1/2 lb. fresh strawberries,
hulled and sliced

BY KYRA PAPAFIL

style editor
With addictive trashy television
creeping its way through the cable
channels, VH1 hits a note of nostalgia
with its "I Love the '80s" and "1 Love
the '80s Strikes Back" series. The show
finds and interviews once pseudofamous actors, comedians and personalities about their memorable films, television shows, toys, music and — of
course — fashion mishaps.
The problem with the "I Love the
'80s" series is that no one who currently
is a traditional undergraduate student
remembers where they were when JR
was shot on '80s hit soap "Dallas," but
they do remember where they were
when the last episode of "Beverly Hills
90210" aired. So, here is JMU's account
of the decade or so of "Full House"watching that shaped us into the student body at JMU today — one that
survived the Hypercolor T-shirts and
slap bracelets of the '90s.
The quirky television characters of the
time gave students — then grade-school
age — role modeb. '"Saved by the BeH'
was the highlight of my entire week
because I got to see Mark-Paul Gosselaar,
whom I had a big crush on," senior
Alysha Akbar said. "[The show] also
made high school look like so much run."

Place a small spoonful of
cool whip in the bottom of each
wine glass. Layer one individual angel food cake and layers
of strawberries, separating each
layer with a layer of Cool Whip.
Refrigerate until ready to serve.

LOS ANGELES TIMES/Samm SlanhfuU
Nick Jackson seasons ■ salmon filet In the kitchen of
Dominican Hospital In Santa Cruz, Calif., under the watchful
aye of Shawn Stanchfleld, the hospital's executive chef.

"Saved by the Bell" apparently doesn't get old. Even after 15 years of new
episodes and later syndication, TBS
Superstation still airs back-to-back
episodes of the wholesome sitcom at 7
a.m. and noon daily.
Dating back a couple of years earlier — before days with the Bayside
High crew — were four reptilesturned-superheroes — the Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles.
"1 watched the show whenever it
was on, saw the movies, had all of [the
action figures]," said sophomore Pete
Anoia, who confessed to dressing as
Leonardo one Halloween. "They had
the 'dude' talk and that was big for the
'90s. They were the kids' actions hem."
Fashions dictate every decade, and the
"90s were no exception. "I loved the "90s
and really 1 feel like it can be summed up
in two words — Hammer pants," junior
Jon Altizer said. "But being from backwoods Virginia, I didn't own a pair."
Senior Tim l,egendre said his
favorite childhood memory was "definitely the pump sneaker by Reebok. I
felt like a big shot pumping my shoes
up before basketball games."
Along with fashion, music is a telltak* sign of the times. While the children
of the new millennium have 'NSYNC
and the Backstreet Boys, the true children of the '80s had pop music prt»duc-

er Lou Pearlman's first prodigy — New
Kids on the Block. "The New Kids on
the Block is definitely a fave," sophomore l^urcn Rosenhaft said. "1 had
crushes on like, all of them."
Altizer said he recently witnessed
seniors Larissa Harkonen and Sara Ross
watch all the New Kids on the Block
videos and said they "still remembered
every word to every song. I think that
really shows (New Kids on the Block's
music) is going to be around a very,
very long time, unfortunately .., even if
they're not active as a group," he said.
While members Jordan Knight and
Joey MacKntire have had flourishing
solo careers as miMidnniL they always
will be tied to their Boston-fivesome
roots in New Kids on the Block.
"The music of the '90s was great
because, ni* matter how horrible it was,
it was from artists who loved what they
did," Altizer said. "The musicians
weren't jus! trying to sell an image like
they do now."
Senior Bill Williams said, "I'd have
to say the best thing about the '90s was
the music. It is a decade forgotten in
the shadow of Bon Jovi and '80s metal.
It's the music of our childhoods —Ace
of Base, MC Hammer, the Real McCoy
and C.reen I>.i\
that rvally make us
who we are. And, of course, we can't
forget about slap bracelets."

'Something' makes up in cast, length what it lacks in premise
• review
Reei_ ReFLections
BY ANDREA LANGE
staff writer

Jack Nicholson ("As Good As
It Gets") and Diane Keaton ("The
First Wives Club") shine as the
stars of "Something's Gotta
Give," a romantic comedy about
finding love during middle age.
The film is well cast, superbly
acted and contains surprisingly
witty dialogue. However, the
premise is a stretch, the plot is
predictable and the movie is
entirely too long.
Keaton plays divorcee Erica
Barry, a successful playwright.
One afternoon, she arrives at
her beach house to find her
daughter Marin (Amanda Peet,
"Identity") with Harry Sanbom
(Nicholson), an older playboy.
When Sanbom suddenly suf-

"SOMETHING'S
GOTTA GIVE"
STARRING:
DIANE KEATON
AND JACK NICHOLSON
RATED: PG-13
RUNNING TIME:

128 MINUTES

«4M
fers a heart attack while in the
heat of the moment with Marin,
Erica and her daughter nish him
to the hospital. His doctor, Julian
Mercer, (Keanu Reeves, "I he
Matrix: Revolutions") recom-

mends that Sanbom recover at
Erica's home. Forced to spend
time together, Sanbom is surprised to find himself falling for
Erica, but Dr. Mercer, who was
lovestruck from the moment he
recognized the famous playwright's name, also is vying for
her attention.
Written and directed by Nancy
is, ("The Parent Trap"),
"Something's Gotta Give hi
worthwhile because of Keaton's
and Nicholson's witty banter and
onscreen chemistry make the
movie humo'tius and appealing.
Together, Erica and Sanbom rediscover awnpanionship. The film
sets tmt to prove that old dogs can
loam new tricks and find happi-

New Movies:

ness simultaneously
But, while the first half of the
movie is funny and engaging,
the second half drags. After
Erica and Sanbom fall for each
other, the action withers. The
rest of the movie is filled with
pointless plot complications that
seem only to draw out the
inevitable conclusion. The
movie loses momentum and
feels longer than necessary.
The premise of the film, a
man falling for his girlfriend's
mother, is hard to buy. The
mother and daughter love triangle with the same man is "magically" resolved with unsettling
convenience, as is demonstrated
by Marin's graceful release ol
Sanbom into the arms of her
mother. And Dr. Mercer almost
inexplicably is attracted to Erica
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Jack Nicholson stare as
playboy Harry Sanborn In
"Something's Gotta Give."

Places to go and things to do this weekend:

Regal Cinemas
• 'Along Came Poll/'
• "Win a Dale with Tad Hamilton!"
Grafton-Stovall Theatre
• "Under the Tuscan Sun"
• "Runaway Jury'

the lastant he sees her, but it is
unclear how or why. His character seems to exist solely to cause
a disturbance in the happy couple's relationship, thus marring
the otherwise tidy plot line.
Although the film's skillful cast
is mired in the muck of an implausible plot, the film's wit Larries it to
screen-worthy safety.

• Artful Dodger

• Buffalo Wild Wings

- Jaeae Jeokeon w* apeak Monday at

• The Reichera Sextet will perform

- Karaoke wt* be held tonight from

7 p.m Tickets are free lor studenu. but must

tonight from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. There Is no
cover charge. For more Information call

8 p m. to midnight Sunday the AFC7NFC

be picked up from the CMISSoftea In Warren
Hal beginning tomorrow

432-1179

championship football games wM be feelured on the big screen television For more
Information call 438-9790.

_
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Keep The Fire Burning — Be The Dream
MLK Celebration Week 2004
Wednesday. January 14* Make Your Mark
(o Fridav January 16*
Light a flame for MLK - Come make your mark in remembrance and

celebration
Time: 11:00 am -2:00 pm
|j

Wednesday. Jin. 14*

Place: Warren Mailroom

Unity Day

sponsored by Alplia Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc and the JMU Community
JMU community unifies by wearing clothing that represents the diverse organizations on campus or shows
support of the JMU community.
Time: II :00 am-2.00 pm
Place: Commons

Thursday, Jan. 15*

March Speak-Out and Rendition
Preview of the MLK Rendition
Time: 12:20 pm Place: Commons
March, Rendition. & Speak-Out
Time: 4:00 pm
Place: March begins at the statue of James Madison and proceeds to the Transitions room in Warren Hall

Thursday, Jan. 15*

MLK Expressions - Share Vour Fire
Time: 8:00 pm - 10:00 pm
Place: Taylor Down Under

Saturday, Jan. 17*

MLK Expo: Carrying on the Dream Through Service
co-sponsored by Women of Color
Time: 4:00 pm - 7:00 pm Place: PC Ballroom

Sundav. Jan. 18*

University Sunday
co-sponsored by NAACP and Delia Sigma Thela Sorority, Inc.

I

MLK Kaculty ind Smdent Brunch hosted by NAACP following University Sund«y

Time: 11:00 am-2:00pm
Monday. Jan. 19*

Place: Taylor 404 and 405

Formal Program
Guest Speaker Rev. Jesse Jackson
Time: 7:30 pm-9:30 pm
Place: Wilson Hall Auditorium
(satellite ceremonies at College Center Ballroom and Grafton-Stovall)
i'Mwwnwmwavitii

What's New at the University Health Center
for Spring 2004?
The UHC Office of Health Promotion has moved
to Cottage 5 (behind the Modular Building).
Look for the purple door and paws!
Cannie Campbell: Associate Director of Health Promotion
Ann Simmons: Coordinator of Health Promotions and Marketing
Aimee Johnson: Coordinator of REACH Peer Educators
Michele Cavoto: Nutritionist

Medical Services will remain at the main
University Health Center behind Burrus Hall

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
The University Health Center
Spring 2004 Hours:

Choices Sessions:
Monday: 11:15a.m. at Hillcrest East
Wednesday: 7p.m. at WRC- Warren 404

M-F: 8a.m. - 5p.m.
Sat.: 8a.m. - 12p.m.
Sun.: Closed

Anonymous HIV Testing:
Tuesday: 1p.m. - 4p.m.
Call 568-6178 for appointment

Call for an appointment:
568-6178
•V
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www.jmu.edu/healthctr
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Animalistic novels face fates at hands of beloved authors
Martin Amis' latest novel,
"Yellow Ltog," is a brand of
novel structured on a great'
premise that becomes all but lost
as the reader keeps the pages
turning. In this case, the premise
is that of male devolution from a
respectable, civilized family man
to that of a sex-crazed, explosively violent brute. It's a great
idea, and one that sounds at
home among the rapscallions,
Epicureans and moral criminals
who populate Amis' previous
novels like "Money."
It is the character of Xan Meo
who devolves over the course of
the winding, character-swapping narrative. After some drinks
at a local bar, he is accosted by
goons and severely beaten. As a
result of head trauma, the family
man reverts into a creature
whose impulses for sex and outbursts of anger cannot be
quelled. Meo even attempts to
rape his wife not once, but twice.
Charting Meo's plummet into
the base nature of his gender

makes for an interesting plot
strand and, severed from the rest
of the novel, would make a perfect short story or novella. But
with the introduction trf two other
primary characters — the reprehensible tablttid journalist Clint
Smoker and a fictive English king
attempting to keep scandal away
from the niyal family — the novel
seems to leave Meo behind at
times when he should be the central focus of the story. Of all the
accidental and self-made misogynists in this novel, he is the most
interesting, sympathetic one —

and the most forgivable.
There are no misogynists to
speak of in Stephen King's
"Wolves of the Calla" — only
monsters. The fifth volume in the
seven-part horror/ fantasy /sci-fi
Dark Tower scries — King's
magnum opus — finds said creatures preying on a local community in the farmlands of the mythical Mid-World. To go into a retrospective of the previous four
books would require cutting into
the sports section; suffice it to say,
that King's work centers on the
last member of a clan of gun-

FLEX NOW
ACCEPTED !

Downfown: 433-3917

Ttiln Thursday. Frldav
& Saturday
Buy One Pork BBQ
undwlrh get one FREE
(Coupon not valid with Flex.)
Leonard W. Aamodt. MD. FACOG
Evan V. Forsnes. MD, FACOG
Martha A. Jones. CNM, MS
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM, MS
Donna L. Schminkey, CNM, MPH
Ann M. Schaeffer. CNM, MED

Shtnandoan,
Qieaftka

si ingers and his posse, (called a
'"ka-tet" in King-speak) traveling
across the highlands and wastelands of a dying realm, searching
for the Dark Tower.
For those of you who
haven't heard of or read the
brochure, the Dark Tower is the
nexus of all time. Saving the
local community from the threat
of the ravaging wolves — technically horse-riding raiders in
wolf masks — is nothing but a
pit stop for the gunslingcr
Roland and his fellowship.
Sadly, such an episode
shouldn't take man than 700
pages to resolve. This book is
enormous, long-winded and
severely underedited. As a dedicated fan of King, it's a shame
to see his talent devolving like a
character out of Amis' "Yellow
Dog." His writing here Is the
worst it has been in recent memory, with characters and conversations coming off as wooden
and a narrative that's bloated
like a month-old corpse.

Insurance and

Birth Control

Major Credit

Colposcopy

Cards Accepted

119 University Blvd., Suite B
Harrisonburg, VA 22801-3753
Office (540) 438-1314
Toll Free (877) 438-1314
Fax (540)438-0797
www.swhc.net

Breast Exams

#P^
Beyonce meets
her destiny
Next month,
Beyonce
Knowles will put her solo career
on hold and rejoin Destiny's
Child as its lead singer to begin
work on a new album.
According to a Columbia
Records spokesman Wxinesday
Destiny's Child will begin
recording ibs next album in
March, which will be targeted to
a^ease lite summer or early fall.
Over 2.6 million copies of
'Dangerously in Love" have
been sold in the United States
since its release last June, according to Nielsen SoundScan. The
record generated six Grammy
nominations, putting Beyonce
in a four-way he for the most
nominations this year.
— Kira Colvin

The Breeze is looking for students planning
their weddings while in school. If this
sounds like you, please e-mail Kyra and
Leela at breezestyle@hotmail.com
i.re you tired of dealing with roommates?
onment:
Looking for a quiet and peaceful environment

Sme ntfrcmd'Qz/nAe

Prainaoral Can <ritk a Pmonal Touch
Annual Gyn Exam

With almost every chapter, it
seems the ka-tet gets sidetracked from its mission of saving the community and carrying on to find the Dark Tower.
Threat upon threat arises, much
of it awash in back story, so that
when the ka-tet's confrontation
with the wolves occurs, it is
anticlimactic because another
threat is just amund the corner.
This installment ends with
both a cliffhangcr and a heavy
stench of self-referencing that
would make "Lolita" author
Vladimir Nabokov smile (or
wince). Is this fictional world a
nexus for all worlds, both real
and fictive? And, if so, what part
does King play in his own story?
The idea is only hinted at,
and the answers remain to be
seen. I wouldn't be surprised if
the end result were as disappointing as this mega-sized
portion is. The Dark Tower
series concludes in 2004 with
"Song of Susannah" and "The
Dark Tower."

(♦APARTMENTS^
■ Specializing in one bedroom apartn.i
1
Variety of one bedroom floor plans starting at $395 and $425 run

13-1744

randDuke.com

CfCfXPtZZA
LARGE ONE
TOPPING PIZZA

1

at. 1)

VaflW*
■be*

[MI

aVatrt It.

••»

o
<3

HARRISONBURG
2035-91 East Mark*! St.
Skyllna Village Shopping Ctr.

(540) 432-9099
IIM£IIO»BI«Iain.n.v3i«KMI(»tlfri.U.n.KX)«fl«)f«--i«te»,^hi^

xA>"c

8

A^

LARGE ONE TOPPING PIZZA
•One large round pizza with
chwu and one topping
' Prices may vary by location. Valid
at participating location! only.

@e;c.'j-.p.22A

$r:99

5

LARGE SUPER DELUXE PIZZA
<*eese and 8 toppings!
•pricti may vary by location. Valid
at participating locations oubj.

•One giant round pizza with
cheese and MM topping
* Prices rnayvaqj by location. Valid
at participating locations only.

Ctcft Pi«A

$£99

6

,*><**

^^e

-OM large rosad pizza with

GIANT ONE TOPPING PIZZA

$099

9

LARGE DOUBLE PEPPERONI PIZZA
■One large round pizza with
cheese and double pepperoni!
'Prices may vary by location. VaRd
at participating locations only.

%&CA?\ZZA

$069

6
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Now under new management

Still looking for housing next year?

Specials Daily

1342 L Hunter's Ridge
5 bedroom Condo
Completely lurnished
3 lull baths
Cathedral ceiling in living room
Top Hoot
New carpet
$250.00/person
Available June 2004
Furnished Washer/Dryer

SEVEN DAYS, SEVEN WAYS TO HAVE FUN:
Sunday/Monday - Free pool
Tuesday/Thursday ■ Karaoke (voted The Valleys Best)
Wednesday • JMU Night Featuring: Two While Guys and a Block D.J./House Dance Party
Friday - Live music or a Rock-N- Roll D.J. party
Saturday • Live muse featuring Ihe Region's Best Bands

1357 S. Main Street
7 Bedroom House
Available 8/15/04

^iilliiUkiP—
1.17
1.23
1.24
1.26

Ryall Brothers
ST Judes Benefit w/Graham Cochran
Dinah Pehrson Band
Fred Eaglesmlth Concert Special
8 p.m. Show. JMU ladles no cover
w/JAC card.
1.30 Small Town Workers
1.31 Boogie Hawg

432.0610

265 S. Liberty Street
Rent $ 825.00
Total Water Included
Close to campus on Liberty Street
3 Levels
One bedroom is 12x28

www.DoThePub.com

SPRING

437 S. Mason Street
(5) Two bedroom apartments
Rent $500.00 to $580.00
Water and hot water provided with rent
Leases start 6/04 or 8/04

VAv
GHJ

Study Abroad
W EXPO
SEE THE WORLD!

242 Paul Street
Four Bedroom
Very Large Rooms
Oak Hardwood Floors/Quiet Location
June 2004 Lease

Come and learn about the
many semester, summer,
land short-term study
I abroad and international
I internship opportunities
N
| available at JMU.

J-M's Apartments
One. Two. Three & Four Bedroom
Large Rooms
One Bedroom: $395
Two Bedroom: $220 Each
Three Bedroom: $180 Each
Four Bedroom: $200 Each

I $ Thursday,
January 22nd

531/533 Roosevelt Square
Nice 4 bedroom lurnished townhouses
Large bedrooms
W/D 0/W Icemaker
Big Living room
$275 OO/person
Close to campus

^ 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
$ College Center
Ballroom
• -

•

£*&.
,

, IPASSPORT

Everyone is welcome! V

event!
lor more information, contact Kill Rim-rat ^'JJJQOHA
or visit

http://home.adelphia.net/~rcnt/
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Dukes swim
past Blue
Hens, Tigers

CHRIS ELLIOTT

wrestling coach

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Young Dukes improving
Freshmen earn significant playing time, gain experience

Meyers, Enders earn
CAA weekly honors

BY DRHW WILSON

senior writer

BY IBNNIPBR CHAPMAN

<attributing writer
After pnctldni twice .1 day for
.1 week in Boa Raton, Fla.. and
defeating the University of

i'.-iiii-.vh-.iiii.i and Florid* Atlantic
Univenrity m i relay imal. the

nun - iwtm and dive team toppled
the University of Delaware and
rbwaon l rdvendty Sunday.
The women's ti-am k**t to the Blue
Hens and tl*' tigers after concluding
it- training trip in St. Petersburg, Fla.
The men heat Delaware 137%
and [bwton 127-1(11, while
I Mawaie bail the JMU women's
team 153-87 and Towson was victorious as well with a score of 1647h over the women
Standout swimmers of the meet
included fn'shmen Joe Moore and
losh Fowler with their first collegiate win*. Moore won the 1,000yard freestyle in 10:04.02, while
Fowler won the 200-yard backstroke with a time of 1:56.03.
Senior Cieoff Meyer also expe-

Our investment is in the
end of the season, rather
than resting or cutting
back for midseason meets.
— Nancy Bercaw

women's su imming coach

95
rionccd success .1-- he was a douhlr•event winner in the UK)- and
200-yard freestyle. Seniors
Mike Nicholas and Jeff Hicks,
freshman John Chartier and
sophomore KJ Dunn swept the
50-yard fraeat) le event.
Freshman diver Forrest Basset t
and senior diver Dan Kotach each
posted second place finishes with
MaatH taking the 1-meter and
Rondt the 1 mrtar
On the women's side, sophomore diver I is.i I nders won both
the 1-meter and 3-meter competition ireshman Amber Jarvis posted ,1 career-bed in the 200 butterfly.
"Our im estment is in the end of
the se.is.in rather than resting or
cutting back for midseason meets,"
women's coach Nancy Bercaw said.
I u'shman Allison Keel said,
I was tired and worn out from
the practices that we did over
break and the long bus rides
Hut, I think the training trip
brought all of us closer together
and really unified the team "
I he training trip was a test of
fitness levels The days consisted ol al least tour hours in the
pool, for a total of nearly 40
mill's in ib days, along with
running and abdominal work.

"It didn't go quite as I had
planned, but we wrestled tough.

SPORTS

81
60
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Freshmen forward Lesley Dickinson (24) was named Colonial Athletic Association Rookie of
the Week ending Jan. 11. She averaged 21 points, 7.3 rebounds and 4 assists In three games
last week. She shot 75 percent from 3-point range and 95.7 percent from the foul line.

On paper, the women's
basketball team roster includes
five freshmen. On the court,
however, it's a different story.
"They've logged enough
minutes to actually be considered sophomores," coach
Kenny Brooks said. "A typical
freshman doesn't get to play
as many minutes as they've
played already "
Through the first two
months of the season, the starting lineup has consisted of
three to tour freshmen.
However, freshman forward Lesley Dickinson said
that learning on the job is the
best way to learn.
"Practice prepares us for
the games, but there is no
substitute for the experience
that we've gained," said
Dickinson, who was named
Colonial Athletic Assix iation
Rookie of the Week last week
for the third time this season.
"That's the best way to learn
— to really experience it."
While Brooks admits that
the players have made their
share of mistakes, they have
learned from them because
they have gained experience
on the floor.
"Their training has been
on-the-job training, and
they've responded and have
exceeded my expectations,"
Brooks said. "We're out
there playing against the
best teams in the conference
and having a chance to Win
— and should win — some
of those games."
Heading into tonight's
game against George Mason
I nuersity, the Dukes are 5-8
(1-2 in the CAA). But that
record may be misleading.
"I really think our record
doesn't really reflect how
good we are," Dickinson said.
"We are 5-8, but I really think
we could be 9-4."
The Dukes have lost several close games to good

opponents. Three of JMU's
losses have been by 2 points,
including a 75-73 loss to conference powerhouse and
rival
Old
Dominion
University Jan. 9. The Dukes
also lost their conference
opener 61-59. JMU controlled both contests, but
could not finish in the final
DUnufcM of the game.
"We're out to win right
now, and we have the
opportunity to win and to
be a very good basketball
team," Brooks said. "But,
we still have to do some of
the little things bettor than
we are handling them right
now. We have to learn how
to close out games and put
together 40 minutes of basketball — not 32 minutes
ot basketball.''
The Dukes did manage to
come fn»m behind and close out
a game against the University of
Nkwth Carolina—Charlotte Jan.
6. JMU Milled horn a 16-point
deficit in the second half to
knock off a very physical 49ers
team that went to the NCAA
Tournament a year ago.
Although JMU has had its
share of youthful mistakes, the
team has improved greatlv
since the season started.
"We're on our way up,"
freshman forward Meredith
Alexis said. "We haven't hit
the peak yet, and we're getting
better every day."
Bnwks said he can see his
team growing and not making
those same mistakes it made
earlier in the season.
The Dukes also have had
to play without red-shirt
senior guard Jody La Rose,
who has missed the last
two games due to injury.
LaRose is day-to-day and
will be a game-time decision against the Patriots.
Against Old Dominion,
red-shirt junior guard Mary
Beth Culbertson paced the
offense in 12 Rose's absence,
*r RISING, page \8

WRESTLING

Grapplers still seek elusive first win
BY DREW WILSON

senior writer
Senior wrestler Todd
Schroeder won a pair of
matches, but the Dukes could
not notch their first victory of
the season in the Virginia
Duals, a two-day* event held
Jan. 9 and 10 at the Hampton
Coliseum in Hampton.
JMU lost 27-9 to State
University of New YorkBrockport and 33-21
to
Montclair State University,

dnipping the Dukes' record to
0-6 on the season.
"It didn't go quite as I had
planned, but we wrestled
tough,'' coach Chris Flliott said
In his first match of the
tournament, Schroeder dete.it
ed Brtxzkport's Tony D'Ambra,
8-7, in the 133-pound category.
Against Montelair's I orraine
Infante, Schroeder earned a
first-period fall. The wins were
his first of the season, making
him 2-6 overall
Flliott said Sduueder was

injured in his match against
Brockport, but he "sucked it
up" and got the win.
During the Virginia Duals,
senior Steve Mn »glu ■ and sophomore Brian Lambert also won
matches against Brockport.
Bn>glie got his second win of the
season with a 3-2 decision in his
174-pound bout. Meanwhile,
Uimbert notched a 10-6 decision in the 165-pound category.
Despite the team's record,
Flliott said the team has made a
lot of pnigress. He rivalled the

Dec. 14 Northeast Duals in
Albany, N.Y The Dukes lost all
three matches and appeared
tired from studying for final
exams the week before. Since
then, the team has been much
improved, he said.
"If you look at the way we
are wrestling now as opposed
to that weekend, we are definitely heads above water from
when? we were," Flliott said.
Me said it is hard to make his
team believe that since the
Dukes stilt are winless

The Dukes' next challenge Is
the Virginia Intercolk-giate State
Championships, which is hosted by Old LXxninion Unit Ukta
Saturday in Norfolk.
"(Virginia Military Institute!,
I would think, is pmbably the
fntnt-runner again this year,"
Elliott said. "If our guys wrestk'
well, keep the intensity up and
remember what we are doing in
practice this week so we don't
make some of the same mistakes we have been making, we
should finish in the mitidk'."

-MEN'S BASKETBALL

Dukes struggle to rebound from losses
JMU loses seven of eight games, team trying to identify roles of several new players
Bi

BK \I> RICHARDS

tporti editor
With the majority of the student body home for Winter Break,
(IK* men S basketball team was
mostly on the n»ad, not enjoying
mni h success.
The Dukes lost seven of eight
games trom IXV 6 when it fell to
tin- University of Akron, 78-70,
thnuigh Monday, when it lost to
the University of Delaware1,8t>66.
"We did not handle [the lightganie smith| very well at all,"
t oaih Sherman Dillard said "We
knew going into it that it would be
a treacherous trek tor us. It kind of
snowballed "
In all eight games. |MU was
out-rehoiinded in everv contest.
Including the team's lone win
against
Florida
Atlantic
i niventtj 1 NM 20 Ihs Dukes'

effort on the glass has been a
glaring problem that Dillard
sees as something his young
team will need to fix.
"We don't seem to have our
legs the way we did in the
beginning of the season,"
Dillard added. "And we played
some pretty doggone good
competition "
Dillard believes that the team
was on the verge of getting over
its slump against Delaware
Monday night. But, with eight
minutes to go in the game, senk>r
guard/forward Dwayne Bniyles
missed one of two free throws,
which could have given the
Dukes the lead. Instead, the game
remained tied at 55 and, after that,
Dillard said, the team just unraveled again.
With the rebounding statistics
not in the Dukes' favor, Dillard

and the coaching staff still are trying to identify and clarify specific
ntles for their players, losing a
majority of the team's plaVBfl
who did most of the rebounding
and scoring fiom last season, this
team currently is one that is glowing and coming together.
"I think spending that much
time together |on the wad], this
team has become a lot doss*;"
Dillard said. He believes that a
good deal of bonding took ptaoe
and his team has taken an "usagainst-them" attitude
Freshman guard Ray Barbosa
and Bmyles were the hot hands
early for the Dukes on offense,
but they have since cooled off.
But, senior guard Chris Williams
and junior guard Daniel
Freeman both recently have
stepped up their pla\
Freeman scored a career-high

19 polntl Monday against the
Blue Hens, and Dillard said
Williams is playing his best basketball since being at JMU.
Dillard sees the Dukes having
better success when he can get
Williams, Freeman, Barbosa and
Bmyk-s all on the same page at the
same time. He needs all four to
contribute, but so far he's only
gotten two at a time.
"Unfortunately, we kind of
dug this hole for ourselves and we
an Mill trying to find a way to
fight out of it," Dillard said.
The coach likes his team's
style of play and he cannot fault
the effort of his players, but
things just have not clicked yet
for the team.
Dillard added that he was not
trying to sound like an internal
optimist but. "Our best basketball
is ahead ot us

DRI-W Wn.SON/imttYfifc*>«n*7»Jkr'
Freshman guard Ray Barbosa (34) shoots ovsr a Virginia
Commonwealth University defender. JMU Is 3-9 overall.
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RISING: Women's squad improving
USING

tearing a career-high 20 points,
including 5-for-l shooting
from Vpoint range.
"When you lose .1 shooter
like loch, you IVOndtf where
you .ire going to get th.it,"
Drooki Mid. I think Mary
Beth hat done .1 tremendoui
|oh -.ti-pping up her MUM In
tody's abaence. 1 like what I

-6 6I'm proud of the
progress we are making,
but... we want to win
and want to win now.
— Kenny Brooks
women's basketball coach

KC in Mary Beth. She giVM -i

lot on the offensive end and
detenaive end."
In their 72-61 win over
Towson
University
last
Sunday, the Dukes got |
career-high 25 points from
Dkktnaonj the Mcond highest iCOring effort by fl freshmnn in JMU history. Junior
center Krvstal hrooks added
a se.ison-nigh 16 points.
While the treshmen have
been counted on to learn
quickly, Brooks said the
whole team has had to rist- to

-95
the occasion and play a
prominently different role.
"I'm proud of the progress
we are making, but we're not
into moral victories and playing people close," he said.
"We want to win and want to
win now."
Brooks said the growth
has to continue as the season progresses.
"If we level off now, I

think we'll be a mediocre
CAA team," he said. "If we
keep improving the way
that I think we are capable
of improving, I think we'll
be a very good team by the
end of the season — one that
could compete for the CAA
championship."
Dickinson said, "We all
know that when it comes
down to tournament time,
and crunch time even in the
games coming up, we know
how to handle it now. I note
2-point losses will be 2point wins
The next step for the Dukes
is at home against (ieoftt
Mason at 7 p.m. tonight in the
Convocation Center.
"They (GMU.) are a very
veteran basketball team
Brooks said. "They remind
me of our team last year — a
lot of seniors — and they
have something to prove."

The Patriots, 8-2, are on a
hive-game winning streak
after defeating Virginia
Commonwealth University
Sunday. Guard Jen I A'revjanik
leads Mason offensively averaging 20 points per game.
Dickinson is the Dukes'
leading scorer at 16.4 points
per game. Alexis leads both
JMU and the CAA conference
in rebounding (9.5 boards per
game) and is the team s thirdleading scorer at 9.9 points

per game Freshman forward
Shirley McCall is averaging
9.7 points a game. Freshman
guard Andrea Benvenuto la
the team'l assist leader, with
4.2 assists per game.
Although JMU has won
five of the last nine meetings,
George Mason knocked the
Dukes out Of the CAA
Tournament semifinals last
season The two split the regular season matchup last year.

JMU: Challenging
off-season training
regiment paying off
JMV, from page 17

us we weren't going to
Florida for a vacation
and
he was absolutely right."
I inters, who won both
diving events at the trimeet. snaggfng the championship in the 1 -meter and 3meter competition. She was
named Colonial Athletic
Association Co-Performer
of the Week for Jan. 5 to 11.
Mtyar'l performance also
was awarded, as he was
named the men's CAA CoSwimmer of the week.
The men's team will face
the University of North
Carolina State Sunday, Jan.
18, and the women's next
meet is at defending CAA
champions, George Mason
University, Friday.

"I guarantee that JMU
women swam more yardage
and did more difficult sets
than anvone in the CAA conference over break," Bercaw
said 'The future of the team
is looking very good. I think
they realize what the\ are
capable of after the training
trip — anything."
The women's team did,
however, pick up a win
against Westminster College
while in Florida.
"I played lacrosse and
basketball for years, but
swimming is such a different
sport," Chartier said. "It's
definitely the most demanding. The intensity on the trip
was high; our coach warned

/Are you tired of dealing with roommates
Looking for a quiet and peaceful environment?

3/heffirandQz/iwe
(♦ APARTMENTS'?)

.Sped***,
l one bedroom apartments
«-i

IMIC

ocuHMim now pians starting at 53v5 anurS4z5 himishcd

433-1744

SOCCER OFFICIALS NEEDED
The Virginia High School League's
Shenandoah Soccer Officials Association iseeking students/faculty who would like to officiate soccer,
beginning this Spring. USSF certification is a plus and other
experience, officiating or playing is important.
To become certified, attend the V.H.S.L. Clinic, to be held;

JANUARY 21. 2004 AT HARRI30NBUR6 HI6H SCHOOL
Go to vhsl.org to official page and print out officials
application form, complete it and bring it with you to the
Clinic.
For information, contact Ralph Magri at 433-2359 days, or e-mail
kafghtalthOaol.coM

James Madison University
Grafion-Slovall Theatre

January Movies
Wednesday

ALL FILMS $2.50
NO B00KBAGS
ALLOWED

Saturday

Thursday

DIVNLLANL

^UNDERT-

I Jan. 16th
& 17th
7& 10 pm

TUSCAN"
SUN

CUSACK

HACKMAN HOFFMAN

WEISZ

Md i

' " <*,on

Saturday

7Q£SSGSH

Lost In Iranslation

MATRIX
t
.'* REVDXUTJONS

Jan. 21 si & 22nd
7&9:30pmr ,

BILL MURRAY

Jan. 23rd& 24th

*

7 & 10pm

Midnight on Saturday

Sun. Jan. 25th
7 pm

LLXAS

CJI MNSAW
Jan. 20th
10:30 pm

■*

111 ■■ £&S£W

Jan. 29th
7 & 9:30 pm

Midnight on Saturday Jan. 31 st

For more information, call the movieline at x86723 or check out upb.jmu.edu

THURSDAY, JAN.

CLASSIFIEDS
■
FOR RENT

Victorian HOUM - 4 bad'oomt.
1 1'2 balht. hardwood (loots,
laundry. AC. parking. DSL. 65
Soulh Brook Street.. Junt i«asa
$2«0/montiY Call 23«VeM3.
Large TownhouM ■ t i:.
2 1/2 baths, large deck, basement,
snort walk to campus $250 aach.
anlatta m August Call 4332221.

On* bedroom - Available now In
Aihby apartment (will beat any
price) Great malt roommates, great
location. Contact 1703-2322766
or gemmei 30oomcast. net
For Rent • Walk to campus, across
Mam Street at Music Bmiang and
Duke Apartment lor 4 roommates,
20042005 10 Wast Grace Street
Contact Hurl, 57*3067
Boat the Rontal Rush 3 Bedroom
townhouse available August 2004
in Kiester school area, quiet and
sale neighborhood, garage, large
dock, phone and cable outlets in
each room, $285 per ptnon. For
mce details or an appointment,
call 1 800 842 2227, or e mMI
jo>o*n50a»»he#>(elne(.
3t0 W. Water SI.
It.
4 large
bedrooms, large yard, WD,
$1,140. lease Marls 6/1/04 Call
82*0464
Nags Head ■ Sludent Summer
Rentals, seabree/oreaity.com for
pictures.
1 252 255-6328.
2~Bedro«M HOMO W/D. A/C,
walking distance. $600. tease
Starts 7/1/04. Call 828-0464.
Olrl To Share Aparlmeat In
waging distance of campus, spring
semester 10 West Grace Street.
Contact
Hurl.
574 3057.
Large One Bedroom Apartment Good location, dose, available
now, $370. Call 4331569.
Did >uu know thai your
parents can get a
subscription to

The Breeze?
$40 Tor third clats null
or SXO for linn cla« mail,
you can receive a full year of

The Breeze!
Call today i» Mart youi
subscription' We ac.vpi MSA
and Master Card by phone or
you may mail in your payment
Call 568-6127 today!

4 Be Broom Houee • Bath, fenced in
front yard. W/D. 0/W. G/D. o(f
street parking, large back yard,
$l,140/rnonth. Old South MeJ< St..
weJkng dratance. lease 7/1/04. Cad

■MOW

2004-2005 Townhouse
A
bedrooms, great location. Close to
JMU, convenient to stores.
restaurants, ate. Many extras,
must seel $245 per bedroom, call
for more information, 433*8423.

PLACEA
CLASSIFIED AD IN
THE BREEZE!
STOO for fir* 10 words
$2.00 each add'! 10 words
Block ads are SlO/inch
All classified ads must he

Largo 3 Bodreom Coado - Shaded
deck, $220 each. August, call
43J2221
aale Ro
«at. Wanted To
•hare 4 bedroom apartment at
Hunlors Rtdge m Hwnsonburg. Clean
spartmeiit and reasonable rent Can
54&32M587 or 540-327«679. or
•mntima20mleiphmneA.
I or KIH* Sort™
• For
•Hat ■ Close to campus, washer
and dryer included. June to June
lease. $300 per month for throe
renters. $250 per month tor four
renters. Call 4330380.
4 Bedroom, 2 Bath $200 per
bedroom. And 2 bedroom, 2 bath.
$350 par bedroom
Both
avertable August 15th Price and
lease terms negotiable. Contact
Mike. 1 703-691 8064 or emell
mgnjgo-nae>hoim*'.com.
Student Friendly Heueee NKe,
Quiet areas, E, Eliiaboth,
W. Water, three and four
bedrooms, parking, yard, W/0,
smokers and pets welcome. June
1. for details call 879-9947.
St. view Drive TH 5 bedrooms.
furnished, ethernet. groups of 5
preferred $230/montn, 1 year Mae
(8/04 8/051. Cat 1-7034506008

Mefca Mono? Takfeig Onto* Surveys
Earn $10 - $125 for surveys Earn
$25 - 250 for focus groups. Visit
www, caanaatuoanra com >tmjeve
• Earn up to $500 pe'
week asaarnbkng products at home.
No experience. Information at
1 985-646-17O0 Dept. VA-4806.
Seeoar BifeiiII Needed for sp-ing
High School season. Certification
clinic January'21 at Harrlsonburg
High School. Can 433-2359 or
2484470 for inrorrnatjon

NOTICE
Ft« more informslion ind uiiuance
repnaag Be mveiapuon of financing
Niiumi opportunities, contaci the
Better BuuncM Bureau. IK

1-800-553-5501

submitted in writing

Ymi

may e-mail your ad to
the_brccze(0']mu.cdu. Ads
must he paid in advance hy
cash, check. VISA or

MasterCard All ads are
subject to Breeze approval.

Web Doalgner • Position available
in Sports Media Relations for the
spring semester. Duties include
updating an ousting web-site,
office work, and some shooting.
Hours are flexible, approximately
10 hours a week Successful
applicants need to be proficient
in Oreamweover and Photoshop
programs on a Macintosh
computer Photography experiences
a bonus. Applications available m
Sports Media Relations, Godwin
Hall. Room 220 or Athletics
Photography. Chandler Han. Room
G 12.
or
call
568 3294,
LeaeJne; Agent • Marketing Rep
j

Now Ski Boots • Lowa Structure
Coaches Boots Ladies 4-patr,
Rossmgnoi 6-pair -Raoe one.
Rossingnoi 4pair soft. Datoetlo SG5
Vano 2-pair. Dolomite ice Blue
Titanium 2-pair Call 588-8721
mridnsynuedu
ltta enI Cavaaer - 08,000
mites, new tires, good condition
Must sell by June! $2,000 or beat
offer. Call Lauren at 57*2338

15, 20041 THK BRKK/.E 119

ttMUM&m

all Interested m staying
m a 5 Star resort for minimal cost
in Orlando area during spring
break? Contact 4389618 or
ru»0ranttfetowrnen*.neL

CONFIRMED FLIGHTS
FROMBWI
CeMCflUI
hmUmWtW

1
January 26th & 29th
Get two personals ada for

WANTED

the pnee of one1
Call 568-6127 tor detain*

Ptanktt'Keyboard W
e»pioring the Mvea

. Nr.
a day potential. Local positions
1800 293-3985.-»t 613

I'l'i'tljr aartotM STJDOt fSSJBK *"J
wanting to get together constslentfy
E-mail ma*aaDle4»posi.com.

'.nuie nsyieWvjPBfl rawdsd
for apartment cornptex dose to
campus. 20-30 hours per week
needed during business hours.
Call 540*393298 for
additional Information.

Bind Data for
my Brother I

Call 568-6127 today!
Help Wanted Camp Takajo for
boys. Naples, Maine: Tnpp Lake
Camp for girls. Poland. Maine.
Noted for picturesque lakefront
locations and exceptional focllrues
Mid-June through mid-August. Over
100 counselor positions in tennis,
baseball, basketball, soccer,
lacrosse, golf, flag football, roller
hockey, field hockey, swimming,
selling, water skiing, gymnastics.
dance, horseback riding, archery,
weight training, newspaper,
photography, vrdeo. woodworking.
osramica/ponery. crafts, fins arts,
sliver jewelry, copper enamel,
nature study, radio/eiectrooica,
theater,
coatumer.
piano
accompanist.
music
instrumentalist, backoactung, rock
climbing, canoeing/kayaking, ropes
course, secretarial, nanny Call
Takajo at 1-800-250 8252 Call
Tnpp Lake at 1-800-9974347. Or
apply on-line at www.ra*ayo.com or
www. wpp/a*ecamp.com.

$250
a day potential. Local positions.
1800293-3985. art. 215.
Franear EiTSarpniea A pool company
in Northern Virginia is looking for
supervisors, managers, and
Ifeguards Call 1877 StEPOOL, apply
Online at www prennrj'411 com
Babysitter To watch 2 year old
daughter 3 mornings a week. $6/hr.
Cat 433-3335.
Wanted Dependable, creative
students to provide child care for
area families Fulltime or part Una,
primarily weekdays. Nonsmoking a
must. E-mail jbuckby+mcc.com at
CrwOCare Cormecfcon

It
Expert*
Macundo'a. 43 Undo Lane, next to
Lowe's. Call 5404320851
-

Sararner Canp'courvaotors ACAC
is seeking committed Summer
Camp counselors for June 7 ■
August 27. Counselors can earn
from $8 50 $9.00 per hour.
depending on experience. II you
are creative, exciting, and
energized, then ACAC has an
opportunity to* you. Full-time with
benefits! For more information
please call Adam at 817-1747

ERVICES
Attention All Students and Staff
The Health Center Office of Meeith
Promotion has moved to Cottage
5, the one with the purple door.
behind the modular unit. This
includes the Health Educators.
Nutritionist. Peer Coordinator and
Marketing staff. Please stop by
and see us or call 5681725
Medical services will remain at
the
health
center
and
appointments scheduled by calling
56©6178

FOR SALE

TRAVEL
STSTRAVEL.COM
*«

Only $15 (o run your
"For Sale" ad for the

IBagMarti for 2004 summer in
North Mytte Beach. No experience
Apply at Mv^nsbsHntguaritt.com.
OfealasjB at Local Braup Homo
FuWlme wth benefits or part-trine
Flexible schedules. Competitive pay
for local industry. Call Jeonnette.
879-2655

Lost my Stuart Hall 2004
gold and onyx class ring. EBW
engraved inside. Please can
432-9421 very upset senior

I'm

until your Hem sells

to

find

to

meet

my

younger 36 y/o brother.
He Is a Christian, 6'2\

Bahamas Spring Break Baity
Cruise . Five days from $279. Party
with Real World Pans celebrities
at exclusive cast parties Great
beaches and nightlife, includes
meals, port/hotel taxes. Call
14004784386.
www. SpnngSreak 7ravef.com.

195lbs.

a

Post-Graduate

Professional.

athletic,

nice

outdoor

guy.

likes

activities, and likes kids
(he has a ball with my 4

•Tlaring "sVea* Vacations Cancun. Jamaica. Acapulco.
Bahamas, and Florida. Best
parties, best hotels, best prices
Croup discounts, organiiera travel
free. Space) is limited, book now
and save! Call 1 800234 7007.
www.lntM9uSumm9rT0un.com

kids).

He

has

never

married and most women
think he is handsome. No,
there

■Emaa

Is

nothing

wrong

with him. and he has a lot
of potential, but he needs
some

prodding

in

the

dating department (he is
not real assertive). He is
new to the Harrlsonburg

COffflWUD JMU FUGHTS

"SnSS

entire semester or

trying

girl/woman

area.

I'd

like

to

find

someone that might be a

con HUT

good match for him. If you
or anyone that you know.

(whichever cxmws first)!

may be interested, please
send a letter to P.O. Box

This ofier a »xd now through
April 29 and only applies to
.advertising in the "For Sale"
section, .Ads mast be 20 words
or leas. Offer applies to Individual
Items only Retail stores and
buaneatrs do not qualify for this
special oner Al ads are subject

22 Hamilton. NY 13346
Include
S«C1 IS 11*110

BOOH HOW

Don't mas out on this
great deal!
Call 568-6127 for more
1-SO0-648-4849
www.ststravel.com

information.

interests.

ng fancy), phone number,

Spring Break Pa>
I Cfty sits
7 nights, 6 free parties, free
coven. 5 day spring break
Bahamas Cruise $279 Cancun.
Jamaica. Nassau $529. Deytona
$159. Can 18006786386
www. SorlngBnjakTrave/. com

to Brerrt approval

your

hobbies, a picture (noth

1800 234,7007

and

anything

else

you'd

ike to. This is the best
that I can do from out of
state, so if it seems like
you

might

be

a

good

match. I'll contact you and

Spring Breakers Last minute
specials to Costa Rica, the honest
now spring break location. Call
1866255-8828.
www rmatprtngbf9ak.com.

him. and try to set some
thing up.
-Thanks

The next Breeze will come out Tuesday, Jan. 19!
Christmas Gift Certificates
CALL
433-3322
YoutAtonDwIv

Yo*r oi W*

Mi»«fHl» 0

Candle's Spa

THE LOOK

WOOITA.

vvUfcmf Dttonc* from
SunClUM. Sio-v, Gilt. Bit* Ru%»
Pew™ 4 Chcwpaaha

ProfMilonal
HAIHSTYLING -TANNING • NAILS • DAT SPA «. MASSAGE

10 Tanning Visits for
Shampoo & Haircut

$12.00

$30 and get 6_

Perms $30

more FREE
Facial Waxing

BT<«« hkrffStofj

January WorKshop!
Maw this Valentine gift
for your "honey"
Cost $25
January 29th fcso-a-jopm
Please call for details! Sfo-w-<r30o
ojww.youmadeit.net
Please note rwui Jan-March hours:
T-TH10-7 F-C« lo-e Cun 1-3
Closed Mondays except open Jan. 19th, I l-S
163 South Main St Harrisonburg. VA 22801

CALENDAR. EVENTpi
JAN ii- Family Day discounts
Jan i»- OPEN ii-3pm
Jan 31- Ladles Night 6-epm

I OX OFF

$6.00
Highlights

$35.00

Retail Products

FOR A DIFFERENT SLANT ON THE NEWS
The Christian Science Monitor
An Independenl, unbiased international dairy newspaper
with worldwide readership
Founded in 1908 "To injure no man, but to bless all mankind"
Winner of 7 Pulitzer Prizes - 50 correspondents in 9 countries providing concise
analysis of world events - special features cover work/money, learning/ideas,
arts/leisure, science/technology, and MORE! A great research tool

Ask about the "treeless" version at the JMU Library
or visit their award winning website: www.csmonitor.com

YOI! imiT IIUVK ID Bfi ^ FW (H\T TO SHOP HKRI:
lliitfl Milnclinn nf
new and Mad
Cd.fi 1.1...

Caah I'nr mm
nl.lWsl,

llllhs!

l-nli or Impm-tn,
Indian and
hard In Find!

Union bnl'iini
yon buy!
FIIHI

MlMC
ItCOMMliW

s|»:i;iiil

unbind

11

WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BI!
S,t.»I..PI.nr.WMB,l-.U'

dm

434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR WHAT A RECORD
1790-96 E. Market St. STORE SHOULD BE!
Mon-Sat.lM, Sunday 124 UfttMl ButWf You Buy!

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COMI
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G*EATWOK

Ladies, come check out our new female artists!

oriental gourmet

IftrtCCSfir

219
TtLM0A42,7200
Fm.540A42.7227

Wt*K3iREr

Mafy it
a Meatt
com6matkm platter.

Piercing By

Sera

T/\TT€)€)
&

Come to the place in Harrisonburg
with the best

REPUTATION
HOURS:

^.GoLookOn.com/GreaLWok/info.html

MON.-THURS. 12 NOON TO 8PM
FRI. & SAT. 12 NOON TO 10PM
CLOSED SUNDAY
MONDAY PIERCING UNAVAILABLE

200 SOUTH AVENUE
HARRISONBURG, VA
540-433-5612

